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THE CONTRIBUTION OF CONTINENTAL 
EXPERIENCE TO THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL 
CODE 

To a student of legislation drafted in the civilian tradition, 
the Uniform Commercial Code is an atypical, eccentric statute. 
Although it covers less ground than most civil and commercial 
codes, its voluminous editorial comments make it heftier and 
more talkative. The Uniform Commercial Code differs from Ro- 
manesque codes in both style and substance, but Llewellyn's 
task in drafting it was essentially like that of Portalis, chief 
drafter of the Code Napoleon: to divine essential features in the 
flux of daily conduct, and to embody in general propositions 
"principles . . . fertile in application" and free of "details of 
questions which may arise in particular instances."' Rooted in 
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the view that history always outstrips the human imagination, 
Portalis' injunction to both himself and future drafters sug- 
gested that a workable code always had to be flexible for it could 
never be complete. Portalis' cardinal guide for action, one that 
he must have repeated often in hopes of saving his work from 
the fate of the overly particularistic Prussian code,' was difficult 
to implement even in France where comprehensive legislation 
was the rule, not the exception. From GBny's Mdthode 
d'interpretation et sources en droit privd positif,= Llewellyn 
would have known Portalis' views, but their implementation in 
the United States might have seemed nearly impossible. In the 
United States, the codification movement had climaxed and 
then dissipated in the nineteenth century;' Holmes' dictum from 
Lochner v. New York that "[gJeneral propositions do not decide 
concrete casesWqad a powerful influence upon lawyers' minds. 
Often the sentiment Holmee expressed was translated into dia- 
tribes against codification.@ Llewellyn's campaign for the Uni- 

Llewellyn, Case Low, 3 Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences 249, 250 (1930) [hereinafter 
cited as Cose Low]. 

2. A. Von Mehren & J. Gordley, The Civil Law System 60 (2d ed. 1977). 
3. F. G h y ,  Mhthode d'interpretation et sources en droit privC positif (1899). avail- 

able in English as Method of Interpretation and Sources of Private Positive Law (2d ed. 
1954). Llewellyn called GCny's book the "magnificent Mkthode." K. Llewellyn, The Com- 
mon Law Tradition: Deciding Appeale 189 (1960) [hereinafter cited ae Common Law 
Tradition]. He aseociated his idea of ' situation sense" with Ghy ' s  libre recherche. Id. a t  
260-61. In what muat be the sincerent accolade, Uewellyn wished aloud that hie explana- 
tion of judicial method had been "aknmt" as succeeeful an a n y ' s  "simple and glorious 
formula for handling the [Civil] Code." Id. An excellent study of G h y  ie J. Mayda, 
Francoie a n y  and Modern Jurispnrclence (1978). 

4. American intereat in codification ie evidenced in w o r h  such as G. Verplanck, An 
h y  on the Doetrine of Contracb (1825) and D. Hoffman, 2 A Cause of Legal Study 
672-95 (1836). but it wae on the wane before the Civil War. On codification in America, 
see generally H. Hart & A. Sach ,  Legal Procep, 780-89 ( tant  ed. 1958); P. Miller. The 
Legal Mind in America 141-46, 150-59, 285-95 (1962) and Stein, The Attraction of the 
Civil Law in Pat-Revolutionary America, 52 Va. L. Rev. 403 (1966). 

6. Lochner v. New York. 198 US. 46, 76 (1906) (Holmea, J.. d i in t ing) .  
6. Echoes of Holmea' dictum in Lochnor can be heard in a number of scholarly 

pieces oppoaing codification. See J. Ctutar, Law I b  Origin, Growth and Function (1907) 
and Carter, The Province of the Written and the Unwritten Law, 2.4 Am. L. Rev. 1.9-10 
(1890): "[Ilt ie imposeible to write down the law applicable to any future transaction, 
because it ie imposeible to know the law applicable to any future trancaction" (emp- 
in original). Joseph Story's opposition to &cation preetically inverts Portalis' v i m  
"We ought not to permit oureelvea to indulge in theoretical ertravagancea of some well 
meaning'philoeophic. jurists who believe that all human concern for the future can k 
provided for in a code. speaking a definita language" J. Story. F'rogrea of Jurispnrdencs 
(1821). See a b o  Millaneour, Writ+ 239 (W. Story d. 1852). The anti-codification 
sentiment still lingered in 1950. According to Frank, "[tlhia plan [to codify law] hy 
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form Commercial Code demonstrated that he did not subscribe 
to Holmes' dictum. He could not have ignored its power either, 
for it neatly summarized a powerful American preference for 
case law over organic legislation as a way to settle private 
disputes. 

Llewellyn himself appreciated this American preference. He 
edited a superb casebook on sales,l and The Common Law Tra- 
dition was largely case analysis. In hie view, the case method was 
an indispensable tool for bringing out the distinction between 
the actual decision and "passing dictum.". Yet for several rea- 
sons judicial lawmaking was inherently unsuited for the unifica- 
tion of commercial law. Judicial rulings, although they usually 
made "commonly good sense," were narrow. Even when judges 
innovated, their innovation was "confined regularly within 
rather narrow limits-partly by the practice of trying hard to 
square the new decision with old law; it  [was] hard to keep dar- 
ing innovations even verbally consistent with old rules.'- Fur- 
thermore, innovation was "confined through conscious policy"; 
case law rules, even when they were new, were "applied as if 
they had always been the law."1o This policy "derive[d] from our 
convention that 'judges only declare and do not make the 
law.' "I1 Judges, because they could not tell how their retroac- 
tively effective rulings might upset human expectations, 
"move[d] very cautiously into new grounds."la For the unifica- 
tion of law, Llewellyn believed statutes were preferable to judi- 
cial decisions: 

[Sltatutes are made relatively in the large, to cover wider 
sweeps, and looking forward. They apply only to evente and 
transactions occurring after they have come into force; that el- 
ement of caution disappears. They are . . . a recognized ma- 

never succeeded. No code can anticipate every poseible net of facts. Moreaver, when so- 
cial condition8 change and eocial attitudes alter, m y  portion8 of any cude net ar, an 
intolerable strait-jacket." J. hank, Courta on Trial 290 (1949). cited in S. Bayitch, Codi- 
fication in Modern Time*, in Civil Law in the Modern World 161. 171-72 (A. Y i o -  
pouioa ed. 1965). 

7. K. Llewellyn, Casee and Materials w the Law of Salea (1930). 
8. Llewellyn, Case Method, 3 Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences 253 (1930) [here- 

inafter cited m Case Method]. 
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chinery for readjustment of the law. They represent not single 
disputes, but whole classes of disputes. They are political, not 
judicial in their nature, represent readjustments along the lines 
of balance of power, decide not single cases by a tiny shift of 
rule, but the rearrangement of a great mass of clashing inter- 
ests. Statute-making . . . is confined within what in relation to 
society at  large is a straitened margin of free movement . . . * 
Llewellyn's understanding of commercial law was profound. 

It was matched by his respect for the creative energy of commer- 
cial lawyers, a potential that could be tapped only if they could 
all be pointed in one direction. Like Portalia, Llewellyn had to 
capture general principles uniquely suited to his milieu. To be 
successful, the code had to anticipate future trends. But it also 
had to account for pre-code law because it was folly ever to 
think that the past could be abolished. He probably would have 
appreciated Portalia' unrevolutionary sentiment, uttered in re- 
sponse to charges that the Code Napoleon was not entirely new 
and revolutionary, that no "nation has ever indulged in the per- 
ilous undertaking of suddenly cutting itself off from all that has 
civilized it, and of remaking its entire existence."14 Implicit in 
the articulation of general principles was a need to harness and 
channel the energies and even the biases of lawyers in a country 
where there had never been comprehensive codification. Under- 
lying Llewellyn's explicit agenda-the articulation of first princi- 
ples-lay the need to take account of context. This article exam- 
ines drafting techniques Llewellyn used to assure that the 
Uniform Commercial Code would take hold and endure. 

Karl Llewellyn's view on pre-code commercial law are well 
known. In a speech to the Tennessee bar in 1952, he recounted 
the drawbacks of several disconnected uniform acts then in force 
and the "dissociated case laww1' that had arisen under them: 

[The law of the business community] today is extremely scat- 
tered, no longer hae identity, is coetly in time to the lawyer, 

1s. Id. 
14. Herman. Etcerptr from a Di.cwrre on the Code Napoleon by Portoh a d  

Corc L a o  and Doctrine by A. &mein, 18 Loy. L Rev. 23, 26 (1912). 
16. Llewellyn. Why a Commercial Code!, 22 Tenn. L Rev. 77s (1953) [hueinafter 

abd aa Why a Commercial Cod& - 



and casual: 

You all have a hangover from law school; you feel that the 
proper way to draw a statute is to mark it out as if it was writ- 
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bases, one to show where the law wants you to go, and one to 
show where we will put you if you don't." 

For Llewellyn, a legal realist of impeccable credentials, this 
solution was disarmingly simple. To promote reasonable inter- 
pretation, he said, extensive editorial comments on the text had 
been added. By means of crow references, the lawyer "who has 
never seen the Code before [could] work his way with effective- 
ness."'* Surely in a nation unaccustomed to codes there was 
more to a successful code than "reasonable" interpretation and 
comments. Assuming, with Llewellyn, that the judge was not a 
"dumbbell" and should not be "corralled," how much room did 
the judge need for creative lawmaking? If general propositions 
could settle particular disputes, what standards should they 
contain? 

Llewellyn had thought long and deeply about these ques- 
tions because they reflected hie concern with the appropriate 
balance between judicial and legislative lawmaking. This balance 
was the topic of his thesis, Rtijudizienrecht und Rechtssp- 
rechung in Amerika,'O published in Germany in 1933, and his 

18. Why a Commercial Code?, supra note 15, at 782. 
19. Id. 
20. For Llewellyn's intellectual and jurisprudential background, this book is an in- 

exhaustible mine. Sectione 52-61 are trandated in mimeograph in J. Dawson, Compara- 
tive Law 187-200 (1951) (avnilable in University of Michigan Law School Library). 

An excellent biography of Llewellyn ap- in W. Twining, Karl Llewellyn and the 
M t  Movement (19'73). For the present inquiry, an important point b that Llewellyn 
WM among a tiny number of American jurbta whotls formative y e m  were apent in both' 
the United Staka nnd Europe. If modern European hirtory had taken another came, 
Lbwellyn'a "civilia;lism" would have bean elaborated before now. Llowellyn'a interest in 

, 
L: 

European legal thought and enpecially German law can be t r a 6  to hin early eaining in 
the Realgymnasium at  Schwerin, in Mecklenburg, Germany. Hi Germnn WM fluent even 
before he went to Germany. Ehranrweig nnd Kouawek wsrs labr to comment that they 
preferred Llewdyn'a Germnn style to him EngW In addition to hh atudiea at Yale, 
Llewellyn atudied briefly at the Sorbonne and a t  the U n i d t y  of L a u ~ n n a  At Yale, 
the breadth and depth of Llewdyn'a intellect becune .ppuant. He ranged widely over k p.: 
Inngungee. anthropology nnd social theory, and thaw &are& found expression in hh 
law-related writings whenever he &OM to examine sy&mm comparatively. At Yale Law L 

School, he aune into uauuelly clam contact with Iuminnriea auch M W d e y  Hohfeld. 
7 a 

Arthur L Corbin and W. W. Coot He w e d  M editor-in-chief of the Yale Law Journal . , 
Aftar graduating magna cum laude, ha worked for a time on lmnking matbra From 1922 
to 1924, he taught M time at Yale; and in lB24, he m o d  to Columbi In 1926 he anr 
appointed principal draftaman for the U d o n n  Tnmt k i p b  Act and the Uniform 
&tbl Mortgage Act Ib thb article auggeda, Uwdyn t m m m d  hh Germnn training. 
He liked to compare the architectwe d the Germnn Citril Code to the t o m  turvy devel- 
opment of the common law. Thin theme h e  important in hir the& Pr4judienncht 
uad Rechtesprechung in Amerika (1933). a nuatained inwetigation into the operation of 

- 
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concern with this balance figured prominently in both The Com- 
mon Law Tradition and The Bramble Bush. His essential con- 
cern, one he shared with civilian drafters, was to make the Uni- 
form Commercial Code both a law and a source of law," a 
general storehouse of ideas to which judges referred to settle un- 
provided for cases. In the common law, the general repository of 
law was judicial decisions; new cases were decided by analogy to 
old ones. English lawyers had their statutes, but they were not 
fertile. In fact, the English sometimes rendered statutes sterile 
by literal construction. To Llewellyn, the American legal system, 

case law in America that grew out of a visiting professorship in Leipzig. A reading of thin 
book will dipel anyone's doubts about Llewellyn'r knowledge of German law. On e-c 
them- such an unconscionability, Llewellyn'r thinking "closely . . . paralleh the baric 
elements in the thinking of German c o w  and echolaraw Daweon, Unconscionubk Coer- 
cion: The German Version, 89 H w .  L Rev. 1041, 1118 (1976) [hereinafter cited an Un- 
co~cionuble Coercion]. Perhaps Llewellyn'r knowledge of German led him to adopt a 
rather convoluted style for the drafting of the Uniform Trust Receipts Act. But hia expe- 
rience as a draftsman sewed him well for in 1944 he became Chief Reporter for the 
Uniform Commercial Code project and principal drafter of articlea 1 and 2. In thin article 
most citations are to articles 1 and 2 becauee they moat clearly reflect Llewellyn'e im- 
print. Furthermore, Llewellyn conceived article 1 as a means to making the Uniform 
Commercial Code a 80Wce of law. See Ranklin, On the Legal Method of the Uniform 
Commercial Code, 16 L. & Contemp. Prob. 330 (1951), and Hawlrland, Uniform Com- 
mercial "Code" Methodology, 1962 U. Ill. L F. 291. The following individuab. choeen by 
Llewellyn, aLso nerved an draftem: article 3-Wi W r ;  article &-Fairfax Leary, 
Jr.; article FFredrich Kessler; article 6-Charlea Bum; article 7 - ~ ~  Schwartz; arti- 
cle 8-Soia Ments:hikoc and article 9-Albon Dunbarn and Grant Gilmora J. White dt 
R Summers. Uniform Commercial Code ) 1 at  3 (2d ed. 1980). The working m e t h d  of . 
the draftem and their committees are d e a c r i i  briefly in id. ) 1 at 3-6. Clanha among 

-.L 
coneervativea and progressives are d e a m i i  in Kripke, The Rincipler Underlying the 

U Drafting of the Unifonn Commercial Code, 1962 U. Ill. LF. 521. 
21. Thb article, by arguing that the Uniform Commercial Code was to be a mwce 

of law, followr, views expressed in Ranklin, aupm nota 20, at  330, Hawkhd, aupm nota 
20, at 291; Pat te~on,  Codification of Commerciol Low in the Light of Juriapnrdence. 
Rep. N.Y.L. Revhion Comm. 41 (1966) and Note, 66 Colum. L Ebv. 880 (1965). The 

" phrase "mwa, of law," though not commonly used in the United States, is an important 
concept on the ctatinent The tbnn refers to the e8nenti.l mpcsitory of law to which 
lawyers in a eystem normally turn for general guidance in the mlution of dieputea. In 
Anglo-American hw thin repoeitory has traditionally been judicial deciaiom. Though a 
statute is "law" for any caw it covera directly, a common lawyer, to nettle a m-called 

'"- unprovided-for caw, t m  first to deciaiom for Pnalogiea and doctrinal elaboration. A 
civilian han the matter preciwly the other way around. For him, leginlation h the chief 

4 - .  source of law. He goes to legislation to get hir bemiup. Legidation givea him a aeima of 

!j predictability that common lawyen get from aws. On wnvcsr ofhwia both common 
law and civil law, sea R David & J. Brierley, hfajor Lcq.l Syntama in the World T h y  

t 13-14, 94-141, 339-67 (1978). For LLewellyn. the nature and function of mnmm d law 
C' wan a baaic concern, an indicated in the title of hia theah Prlljudizienrecht uad Rechbrp- 

rechung in Amerika (1933). 
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like the English, was "case law modified by statute."aa Judicial 
decisions had been allowed to fill the crevices and vacuums of 
imperfectly drafted statutes. 

[Clase law ia the background against which statutes are 
viewed; it governs wherever no statute haa entered. Indeed, 
statutes are in the main regarded as innovations on law, to 
be limited in their appli&tion; and after their enactment case 
law provides both the wherewithal to till gap  in their subject 
matter and the technique of interpreting what they cover-+ 
much so that it ie a kgal commonplace that no man knows 
what a statute means until the courte have "construed" i tm 

If cases filled statutory gaps and furnished techniques of statu- 
tory interpretation, then no code could be fertile in application 
because it would not be interpreted in light of its own purposes. 
Llewellyn underscored his distrust of judicial lawmaking as a 
means of accomplishing uniform major change: 

During the period of experiment and discovery case law is a 
superb device for legal regulation If a change involved is mi- 
nor, case law can cope with it. But major changes, if their solu- 
tions are not to be distorted into disutility by legal concepta 
developed for other purposes, must come ultimately before the 
legislature." 

Although case law was not particularly helpful in working 
major changes, its growth and development were inevitable. For 
several reasons, no code could truly replace judicial lawmaking: 

Toward [the] operation [of precedent] drive all those phasea of 
human make up which build habit in the individual and insti- 
tutions in the group: laziness as to the reworking of a problem 
once solved, the time and energy saved by routine, eepecially 
under any pressure of business; the valuee of routhe as a curb 
on arbitrariness and ae a prop of weakneee, inexperience and 
instabii~, the eocial values of predictabjlitr, the power of 
whatever exista to produce expecultiona and the power of ex- 
pectations to become normative. The force of precedent in the 
law is heightened by an additional factor. that curious, almoet 
universal =nee of justice which urgea that all men are properly 
to be treated alike in like circumstancea~ . . 

-- - 

22 Cue  h, wpm note l. at UB. 
23. Id. 
24. I d  at 25L 
25. Id  at Ug. 
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Thus, a successful code had to be built directly or indirectly on 
case law, the repository of legal experience. Assuming a code was 
properly drafted and understood, cases arising under it ought 
not necessarily dictate results in later cases. They could "estab- 
lish precedent loosely" in the sense that a well reasoned decision 
would serve as solid authority for a broad proposition not befom 
expressed but "clearly within the reason of the rule there laid 
down. "s6 

The Uniform Commercial Code, to account for thousands of 
unanticipated circumstances, needed to be supple and flexible. 
When Llewellyn began his quest for drafting and interpretive 
techniques to achieve this flexibility, he must have seemed like 
Parsifal. In origin, the idea of a statute as an organic, compre- 
hensive source of law was civilian, not Anglo-American. Ever 
since Justhian, civilians had developed and refined techniques 
for extending the scope of rules beyond their literal wording. 
Reasoning a fortiori, a pari, and e contrario had seeds in Justin- 
ian's Digest 50.07 At times English scholars looked longingly 
across the channel a t  the nuances of the civilian methodology of 
statutory interpretation that made English techniques "look sin- Q ! 

gularly formless and pr imi t i~e ."~9ut  continental tradition, un- L I 

like English tradition, encouraged and even demanded these rea- I ' 
I '  

soning techniques. Unlike English statutes, continental codes in 
the Romanist tradition were assumed to be gapless, and tech- 1 I 
kques to vindicate this assumption were entirely desirable. i 

1 

American statutes, unlike their continental counterparts, . 
were not at the center of private law. American law was charac- 
terized by the supremacy of the judiciary, so much so that a L 

I 

statute did not have meaning unless a judge construed it. Aa one 
commentator for the New York Law Revision Commission put 
it: "The political ideal of many lawyers and other conservatives 
was that case law, the traditional common law of England as 

11 
adapted to American conditions, should be the type of le.w, and I I 
legislation should be an occasional intrusion.'"' Llewellyn real- ) &  

ized that American lawyers and courta considered statubm "en- I 

_ 26. Id. at 251. 
1 
I 

27. The growth of them rtmooiog techniqua ia eloquently described in P. St& !I 
Reguke Iurh (1966). 8: 

28. T. Pluckoett, Statuta and their Interpretation in the F'ht Half of tbe F ~ P -  
teanth Century 164 (1922). 

29. Pattereon, supra note 21, at 41, 49. 
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emy invaders."s0 His task was to reverse this attitude. 

Llewellyn used a host of techniques to make the code a 
"semi-~errnanent"~' body of legislation, a centerpiece of com- 
mercial life, a vade mecum for commercial lawyers. He had 
stated fragments of a program for code drafting in many places, 
though sometimes his need to play to his audience with phrasea 
like "dumbbell judges" kept him from developing his viewe sys- 
tematically. About his cardinal draftii  principles of "patent 
reason"8a there was no doubt. "Every provision," he said, 
"should show its reason on its face. Every body of provieione 
should display on their face their organizing prin~iple."~ Sec- 
ond, the Uniform Commercial Code, while it adhered generally 
to the principle of freedom of contract, had to establish norms 
and confirm customs that could fill gapa in ite provisions and 
parties' expressions of will. Third, the code had tu be anchored 
in legal and commercial habita of mind. It was pointless to re- 
peal doctrines embedded in legal consciousness only to have 
them return. Fourth, in accordance with the teaching of legal 
realism, criteria for action and decision had to be verifiable; 
rights and duties had to hinge on particular palpable events, not 
generalized invisible ideas. Fifth, a rigid doctrine of precedent 
needed to be replaced by a more supple one, actually rather 
close to the civilian jurisprudence constante that emphasized 
deriving a rule from a pattern or series of decisions, not an indi- 
vidual case.m 

Llewellyn' was dedicated to the proposition that rules are 
moat effective and valuable when they are interpreted in light of 
their purposes and policies. To assure that the code was not sac- 
rificed on an altar of literalism, d o n  1-102(2) provided that 
the underlying purposes of the Act are to simplify and modem- 

c- 
/ 

30. Common Lew Tradition. rupra nob  3, at 39. 
31. U.C.C. 0 1-102, w ~ t  1. 
32. Collection of Karl: Llsaenyn P a m  J, VI, I, e, at 5 (1944) (available in the 

University of Chicago Law Schd  Limy), quoted in Twining, rupm nob #), at 321-22 
33. Id. 
31. The differen& between rtare d e k u  a d  jwirprudenec conrtunte "t of MECh 

importance that it may be d d  tb furnLh the fundamental dietinction between the En- 
gliab lad the Continental legal method." Coodht, h e d e n t  in Ewlirh d Continen- 
tal Low, M) LQ. Rev. 40, 42 (1934). 
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ize the law governing commercial  transaction^.^^ 

Section 1-102 reflects the remedial nature of the Uniform 
Commercial Code drafted to avoid the complexities of "diseoci- 
ated"" prior acts and judicial decisions that interpreted them. 
To assure that this statement of purpose was not treated merely 
as a preamble, the drafters directed: "This Act shall be liberally 
construed and applied to promote its underlying purposes and 
poli~ies."~ This injunction reflected Llewellyn's cardinal draft- 
ing "principle of* the patent reason." Llewellyn elaborated on 
this principle in terms of demands of rationality and the aims of 
uniform and flexible commercial law: 

The rationale of thh ia that construction and application are 
intellectually impossible except with reference to some reason 
and theory of purpose and organization. Borderline, doubttul, 
or uncontemplated cases are inevitable. Reasonably uniform 
interpretation by judges of different schooling, learning and 
skill is tremendously furthered if the reason which guides ap- 
plication of the same language ie the same reason in all cases. 
A patent reason, moreover, tremendously decreases the leeway 
open to the skillful advocate for persuasive distortion or misap- 
plication of the language; it requires that any contention, to be 
successfully persuasive, must make some kind of sense in terms 
of the reason; it provides a real stimulus toward, though not an 
assurance of, corrective growth rather than straitjacketing of 
the Code by way of caselaw.' 

By the time the Uniform Commercial Code was enacted, 
lawyers had known about theories of purposive interpretation-a 
long time. In French jurisprudence, G6ny's M4thode represented 
its most comprehensive and systematic exposition. In German 
law, Jhering was one of its great exponents. Both &item influ- 
enced Llewellyn, whose experience with American law confirmed 
his view that law was a means to preselected social ends, and 

e in the 
r 321-22 

s of HlCh 
0 the En- 
Continen- 

35. Underlying purposer, and policiea of this Act an 
(a) to simplify, clarify and modernize the law governing annmercial 
t r ~ c t i o n r ;  
(b) to pnnit the mntinued expansion of commercial practices through 
cuetom, usage and agreement of the parti-; 
(c) to d e  unifom the law among the various juridictiom. 

U.C.C. $ 1-102(2). 
36. Why o Commcrciol Code?, rupm nota 16, at 779. 
37. U.C.C. $ 1-102(1). 
38. Twining, rupm note 20, at 321-22. 
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that statutes could not be adequately understood by reference 
only to plain meaning and usage. The language of a statute was 
relative, not absolute. It had to be understood in terms of its 
context. As Holrnes had said, "A word is not a crystal, transpar- 
ent and unchanged, it is the skin of living thought and may vary 
greatly in color and content according to the circumstances and 
the time in which it is used."'. Like Holmes, Llewellyn himself 
considered words dynamic symbols, not static objects: 

We all, not the leaet the lawyers, misunderstand the meaning 
of language. We regard language as though language symbols 
were things with fixed content. Though . . . we apply to a new . 
set of facts a long known and familiar symbol, we lose as to 
that case the feeling of newness, the case appears to us old and 
familiar. The word hides the change in meaning to the one who 
uses iL40 

In English law, the purposive approach embodied in section 
1-102 was of ancient vintage. It could be traced a t  least as far 
back as Heydon's case," decided in 1584. There, the barons said 
statutory interpretation required inquiry into the "mischief and 
defect for which the common law did not pr~vide."~' But in 
English law, purposive reasoning historically competed unsuc- 
cessfully with literal construction. Llewellyn would have been 
naive to have thought that American judicial habits could be re- 
shaped simply by lodging purposive reasoning in the Uniform 
Commercial Code. At the time that the code was undergoing 
consideration, Professors Hart and Sacks wrote that "American 
courts [had] no intelligible, generally accepted, and consistently 
applied theory of statutory interpretati~n."~~ They applied a va-, 
riety of techniques to statutes, and their choicea often seemed 
haphazard and unreflective. The incorporation of section 1-102 
indicabd the conviction that uniform law could never be truly 
uniform unless its readers shared a general view of how to read 
it. Since a code could never be complete, no matter how hard ita 
drafters sought this goal, it had to contain seeds for ita own pro- 

39. Towne v. Eier, 245 U.S. 418, 425 (1918), cited in Mdknwll ,  Pwporiw In- 
terpretation of the Uniform Commercial Code: Some Implications for J w i r p d n c e .  
126 U. Pa. L. Fkw. 795, 798 (1978). 

48. Prijudizienrecht, rupra nob 20, at pt 1, 54. at 74-75. tmnrhted in Do- 
Comparative Law, rupra note 20, at 189 (emphash in +). 

41. 76 Eng. Rep. 637 (Ex. 1684). 
42 Id. at 8311 
43. Hart & Sacks, supra note 4, at 1201. - 
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jection into the future. Codifying liberal interpretation was a 
technique for insuring that the projection would be coherent. 

Llewellyn consciously tried to root out judicial habits of 
statutory construction that allowed "any statute to remain as an 
undigested and indigestible lump in the middle of Our Law."44 
This indigestion resulted in an unnecessary literalism he associ- 
ated with a formal period in judicial thinking when "statutes 
tended to be limited or even eviscerated by wooden and literal 
reading, in a sort of long-drawn battle between a balky, stiff- 
necked, wrongheaded court and a legislature which had only 
words with which to drive that court.'u6 Although courts in the 
early 1800's had engaged in purposive statutory construction in 
the "grand style,"46 formal style was of peculiar interest in the 
twentieth century because it established an orthodox ideology 
for modem thinking. Aa will be discussed later, the formalistic 
reasoning of "orthodox',' scholars like Williston and Langdell 
also drew Llewellyn's fire. 

Even when judges were not guilty of formalism and literal- 
ism, their overall approach to statutory construction reflected 
profound discomfort. Llewellyn's study of Ohio cases4' showed 
that their interpretive techniques were utterly "unreck~nable."~' 
This unreckonability was symbolized in the profusion of contra- 
clictory canons on statutory construction Llewellyn had collected 
in The Common Law Tradi t i~n. '~ These canons constituted a 
~triking example of "normative ambiguityw-the phenomenon of 
the "tendency of doctrines of the common law to travel in pairs 
of oppo~ites."~ Because the judges' discomfort with statutee did 
not ovedow into their analysis of cases, Llewellyn concluded 
t.hat this judicial discomfort grew out of a sense of impotence in 
the face of a legislative mandate combined with a nagging doubt 
cis to whether general propositions could settle specific disputee: 

44. Addrese by Kbl  Llewellyn, Conference of Chief Justicea (Aug. 18-22, 1959), 9 
IJ. Chi L Sch. Rec 6 (1960). quoted in Common Law Tradition, supra note 3, at 378. 

45. Common Law Tradition, supra note 3, at 374. 
46. Id. at 38. The "Grand Style" and "Formal Style" are contrasted in Twining, 

supra note 20, 210-16 & 25146. 
47.' Common Law Tradition, supra nota 3, at 68-72, 97-100, 102, 148-54. 
48. Id. at 154, 215. 
49. Id. at 521-35. 
60. Twining attributes thin phraw to E. Bodenheher. Jurbprudence 14-43 

(1962). quoted in Twining. supra note 20, at 242 - 
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"The unevenness, the jerkiness, the consequent lessening of 
reckonability which attends statutory work as against work with 
case law authorities rests . . . primarily on this persisting 
explicit, indeed loud-voiced conceit that 'We have no power 
. . . .' "" Llewellyn knew from his study in Germany that stat- 
utes did not intimidate all judges; he admired civilians for their 
power of statutory interpretations: 

It is . . . both sobering and eaddening to match our boisteroue 
ways with a statutory text againat the watchmaker'e delicacy 
and care of a theologian, or of a Continental legal craftaman, or 
even of a good American lawyer when the language he is oper- 
ating with is that not of a statute, but of a d~cument.'~ 

Of course, Llewellyn overstated the contrast for effect. Hab- 
its of American statutory construction were not always made 
"boisterous" by adherence to plain meaning. If, in a majority of 
cases, the literd language of the Uniform Commercial Code did 
not settle disputes and give sound guidance, lawyers could not 
be expected to use it. If, as H.L.A. Hart had argued, words of a 
statute did not have a "standard instance in which no doubts 
[were] felt about its application," general terms "would be use- 
less to us as a medium of comm~nication."~~ On the whole, how- 
ever, Llewellyn correctly characterized the judges' attitude to- 
ward statutes as "discomfort." This attitude was only steps away 
from a rigidity and paralysis resulting from a judicial inability to 
see that a rule was a "structure of verbal symbols . . . with a 
potential content . . . and a quite predictable power of expan- . 
sion."" Even in post-code cases a judge, though conscious of this 
power of expansion, might deny ita presence. Awareness of the 
tension between the letter and the spirit of code provisions could 
even result in irony and self-caricature. If the tension could not 
be relieved by appeal to the legislation itself, the judge might 
seek stability and comfort in evolving jurisprudence, the tradi- 
tional Anglo-American source of law. 

In Fairchild Indmtries v. Maritime Air Service, Ltd.," for 

51. Common Law Tradition, supm note 3, nt 37% 
52 Id. at 380. 
6% Hnrt, PoritwLm and the Sepamtion of h w  and MomL, 71 Huv. L Rev, 693, 

601 (1958), cited in McDonneU, supra nob 99. at 7%. 
S. PrAjudizienncht, supra nota 20, at pt 1, f 63, at 73, tmnrlated in Damon, 

Comparative Law, supra nota a, 189. 
55. 274 Md. 181. 333 h 2 d  313 (1976). cited in McDonnell. mpra note 39. at 814. 
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example, Judge Singley said that in matters of statutory con- 
struction, he followed Lord Mildew's dictum in Bluff v. Father 
Gray: "If Parliament does not mean what it says, it must say 
so."M As Professor McDonnell notes in his excellent article, 
Judge Singley's statement is reminiscent of what Hart and Sacks 
dubbed the "flagellant" theory of interpretation: if the legisla- 
tor's draftsmanship was faulty, the court had to teach him to 
improve it by taking him literally.67 Fortunately, a majority of 
the court restrained Judge Singley from overzealom application 
of the theory. 

In Thompson v. Reedman," the court, in search of a source 
of analogy in a hard cme, displayed a traditional preference for 
judicial decisions over legislation. Owing to a faulty accelerator 
pedal, plaints  was injured while riding in a vehicle purchased 
by the driver from the defendant. The defense offered was lack 
of privity. In response to this defense, plaints claimed coverage 
under section 2-318, which provides that a seller's warranty may 
extend in certain circumstancea to a person who is a guest in the 
buyer's home.6a If, so went plaintiffs argument, section 2-318 
covered a guest in a home, then by analogy it also protected a 
guest in a car. The court rejected the plaintiffs argument, rely- 
ing for authority on pre-code precedents and the absence of ex- 
plicit language on this point in the comments to section 2-318. It 
seemed "more consistent with the plain meaning of words to un- 
derstand the comment as leaving this present situation at large. 
It ia too much of a leap . . . to classify a guest passenger in an 
automobile as a guest in the home." Nevertheless, the defen- 
dant's motion to diamiea was denied on the ground that the - - - 

S& !274 Md. 181, 191,333 h2d 313,319 (1975) ( S i l e y ,  J.. d i n t i n g )  (quoting A. 
Herbert, Uncommon k w  192 (1936)). The reference h to a fidonal opinion conceived 
by Herbert. 

67. Hart & %&, supra nota 4, at 99-100. 
ML 199 I'. Supp. 1Xl (ED. Pa. 1961). 
59. "A eeller'a wuranty whether e x p m  or implied exbnch to any natural person 

who u in the family or homehold of hia buyer or who ii a guest in his home if it h 
r e ~ ~ a s h l e  to expect that such penon may me. coneurne or be &ected by the goode 
. . . ." U.C.C. f 2-318. 

kr 1966, an o p t i d  amendment nar added to U.C.C. f 2-318. Thompson would 
have dearly beon c o d  by U.C.C. 1 2418, alternative B: "A d e r ' s  warranty whether 
erpresa a implied &ncb to any natural pemom who may rureonably be expected to 
uw. conrume or be affected by the goode apd who L injured in person by breach of the 
wurmty . . . .- 

80. 199 I'. Supp. at 121 (amphaaim in ~ r i g i d ) .  
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comments to section 2-318 authorized appeal to case law, and 
dicta in several cases, though not "overwhelmingly compelling," 
tilted in the plaintiffs fav~r.~ '  

Today, Thompson and Fairchild Industries are probably 
atypical cases. Twenty-five years after the introduction of the 
Uniform Commercial Code, many judges appear to be digesting 
the code as Llewellyn probably planned. Doctrines of plain 
meaning and binding precedent have not blocked the judicial 
"digestive tract." A prime example of the digestive process can 
be seen in the judicial treatment of section 2-207:' 

One purpose of section 2-207 was to counteract the mirror 
image rule whereby a contract made through exchange of forme 
did not arise if an offer and an acceptance did not coincide in all 
particulars. "The alleged virtue of ;the mirror image rule was 
that it promoted greater certainty between the parties." In a 
sense this argument was correct because both parties certainly 
had to know their obligations if the moment of contract forma- 
tion were delayed until the terms of the offer and acceptance 
matched exactly. In many cases, however, parties performed ga 
if there were a contract although the mirror image requirement 

61. Id. a t  123. 
6 2  Additional Tern  in Accsptrace or Confirmation 
(1) A definite and seaeomblo expreaaion of a~~ept.noe or a written con6rma- 
tion which b sent within a reasonable time operates u m acceptancs even 
though it s t a h  tern additional to or Merent from those offered or 
upon, unl- acceptance b expreaaly made conditional on aaeent to the d d i -  
tional or different terms. 
(2) The additional t e r m  are to be conatmod M propoMb for addition to tbe 
wntra& Between merchaata such t e r m  become put of the contract unl- 

(a) the offer e x p d y  hits acceptance to the terms of the offer, 
(b) they materially alter it; or 
(c) notidartion of objection to t h e m ' h  already been given or h given 
within a rensonable time aRer notics of them is received. 

(3) Conduct by both partim which mcagnka the exiatencs of a contract ia . 
sufficient to establish a contract for sale although the w r i w  of the partiea do . W,i.. 
not otherwise establish a contract. In awh cme the hnns of the .'<.$;? 
wntract comht of those term8 on which the wriw of the partiea yreq b 

- gether with any supplemsntuy terms incorpontul under m y  other proviaion8 ;-::i ., 
of thir Act. , . 

U.C.C. 8 2 - m .  .. .:?I, - .,., ...7 .' 
63. Barron & ~unfee, lim Decade* of 2-207: Rcviclo, Refiction and Revirion, 24. . . 

Clev. St L. Rev. 171. 176 (1975). . 3 :.i 
- 
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was not fulfilled. When trouble arose and a party sued, the pre- 
code cases on the following rationale often penalized the party 
who had not had the last word, the so-called "last shot" 
a p p r ~ a c h . ~  

Application of subaectiona (1) and (2) generally results in 
the formation of a contract based essentially on an offeror's 
terms, not the offeree's "last shot." Subsection (3) of d o n  2- 
207 addresses the question of contract formation when the par- 
ties have performed, though technically no contract was formed 
under subsection (1). Under pre-code rules, the- "last hot"  ap- 
proach dictated formation of a contract on the terms in the of- 
feree's response. Under subsection (3) of section 2-207, perform- 
ance presupposes a contractual relationship. The contract 
consists of terms on which the offer and the response agree "to- 
gether with any supplementary terms incorporated under any 
other terms of the code." Thus, if performance has already oc- 
curred, subsection (3) eliminates any preference for the terms of 
either the offeror or the offeree. 

If judicial behavior were the litmus test for legislative draft- 
ing, then the drafters of section 2-207 muat have been d i p -  
pointed by Roto-Lith, Ltd. v. F.P. Bartlett & Co.," an early 
skirmish in the battle of the forms. In Roto-Lith, an offeree- 
seller's acknowledgment and invoice sent in response to an of- 
feror-buyer's order excluded express and implied warranties. 
The seller's form ale0 required the buyer to notify him at once if 
these terms were unacceptable. The seller performed, and the 
court held that the offeror-buyer was bound upon hie acceptance 
of the goods. Interestingly, the Roto-Lith court cited as author- 
ity for its ruling pre-code cases going back to 1889.",Despite the 

64. Since the reapoma w u  not the mirror image of the offer. it not ualy ru 
ineffective M an acceptancar but abo had the effect ot rejecting the offer. T b  
reapow uxu effective ar a counter-proposal, however, and at that point it be- 
came the outstanding offer. When the partics thereafter performed, the & 
of performance by the original offeror became the neceseary accephncs at tbs 
counter-proposal, however, and at that point it becams the outstanding offer 
. . . . Thus, the applicatian d the mirror image rule had the effect of ubitru- 
ily preferring the party mndiag tha laat document in the commercial trawmc- 
iion. Thie reault abo achieved a popubr name in the libratwe - the "lrt 
shot" approach. 

Id.  footn no^ omitted). 
65. 297 F.2d 497 (la Ci. 1962). 
66. Id. at 500. 
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avowed policy of section 2-207, the offeree's last shot had hit its 
mark. 

According to continental learning, one case arising under a 
code should not set a precedent. Non exemplis sed legibus iudi- 
candum est (Decisions should be rendered in conformity not 
with examples but with legialati~n).'~ Fortunately, after Roto- 
Lith, many judges intuited this point and went back to the Ian- 
guage of section 2-207 and its comments to decide cases. Gener- 
ally, Roto-Lith was criticized for having frustrated the drafters' 
purpose of counteracting the pre-code rule that transformed ac- 
ceptance of the goods into acceptance of a party's terms and 
gave the party who last communicated his wishes the advantage 
of the last shot. For example, in C. Itoh & Co. v. Jordan Inter- 
national Co.," plaintiff-buyer submitted a purchase order for 
steel coils from defendant-seller Jordan. On Jordan's acknowl- 
edgment of Itoh's order, the following appeared: "Seller's ac- 
ceptance is, however, expressly conditional on Buyer's assent to 
the additional or different terms and conditions set forth below 
and printed on the reverse side. If these terms and conditions 
are not acceptable, Buyer should notify seller at once.'*e One of 
the terms on the reverse of Jordan's form was a broad provision 
for arbitration to which Itoh neither awented nor objected. After 
the exchange of documents, Jordan delivered and Itoh paid. Itoh 
resold the coila to a third party who claimed they were defective 
and refused to pay. Itoh then sued both Jordan and the third 
party, and Jordan filed a motion for a stay of proceedings pend- 
ing arbitration. 

One question before the court under section 2-207 was 
whether the arbitration provision had become a "particular 
term" of the Itoh-Jordan contract. Criticizing the Roto-Lith ra- 
tionale, the court acknowledged that the purpose of section 2- 
207 was to alter the "inflexible common law approach to offer 
and ac~eptance'"~ that had become known as the "last shot" 
Inclusion of the arbitration term required the offeror's assent. 
Thus, the exchange of forms with the seller's specific provisions 

67. The application of thir maxim in avil law u illurtrated in J. Dawn,  The Om- 
cler of the Law 122-34 (1988). 

68 562 F.2d 1228 (7th Ci. 19'77). 
69. Id. at 1230. 
70. Id. at 1234. 
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did not result in a contract under section 2-207(1), and Jordan's 
form became a counter-offer." Since both parties performed, 
however, thereby recognizing the existence of a contract, what 
were the terms of that contract under section 2-207(3)? Because 
the parties did not "agree on an arbitration term as required by 
section 2-207(3)," then the arbitration term could be incorpo- 
rated only if it was a "supplementary term . . . under some 
other provision of the Code."7a The court found that the arbitra- 
tion provisions did not fit the category of supplementary terms; 
this category was limited to terms supplied by the "standardized 
gap filler provisions" usually indicated among the code sections 
by the clause "unless otherwise provided." Such terms included 
the place for delivery of  good^,'^ the time for shipment or deliv- 
ery," and the time and place of payment76 

Id. 

71. Although a seller who employe such an "expressly conditional" c l a w  in 
his acknowledgment form would undoubtedly appreciate the dud advantage of 
not being bound to a contract under Subsection (1) if he elects not to perform 
and of having his additional terms impoeed on the buyer under Subsection (3) 
in the event that performance b in his best interest, we do not believe such a 
result is contemplated by Section 2-207. Rather, while a seller may take advan- 
tage of an "expressly conditional" c l a w  under Subsection (1) when he elects 
not to perform, he must accept the potential risk under Subsection (3) of not 
getting his additional t e rm when he elem to proceed with performance 
without first obtaining buyer's w e n t  those terms. 

at 1238. 
7 2  Id. a t  1236-37. 
73. U.C.C. i 2-308. "Abeence of Specified Place for Delivery," provides in part: 

"Unless otherwine agreed (a) the place for delivery of goods b the .&dl& p k  of bui- 
nem or if he has none his residence . . . ." 

74. U.C.C. 8 2-309. "Abeence of Specific Time Provisions; Notice of Terminntion." 
prorid- 

(1) The time for shipment or delivery or any other action under a contract if 
not provided in thin Article or ngreed upon shall be a reanonable time. 
(2) When the contract provides for eucceaaive performanas but b indefinite in 
duration it b valid for a nraronnble time but unlean otherwise ngreed may be 
terminated a t  any time by either party. 
(3) Termination of a contract by one party except on the happening of an 
agreed event requires that meonnble notitication be received by the other 
party and an agreement dimpenring with notification k invalid if itr operation 
would be unconecionnblct. 
75. U.C.C. ( 2-310, "Open Time for Payment or Running of Credit; Authority to 

Ship Under Reservation," provider: 
Unlecu, 0thsrcRies agreed 

(a) payment b due a t  the time and phce at which the buyer b to m d w  
the g d  even though the p b g  of ehipment b the p b  of delivery; 
and 
(b) if the seller b authorized to send the guoda he may ehip them under 
reservation, and may tender the documontr of title, but the buyer may 
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Imperative-Supplementary Hierarchy 

A critical point in Itoh was the court's determination that 
an arbitration provision was not a "supplementary term" under 
the Uniform Commercial Code. Based on the jurisprudence, this 
conclusion was not free of doubt. Some courta had admitted ar- 
bitration clauses under the rubric of "trade usage'mo and had 
classified such clauses am "different terms'm7 under section 2- 
207(2). Section 2-207 spoke of "different terms," "additional 
terms," and "supplementary terms." The commenta to section 2- 
207 did not clearly differentiate these terms. The court correctly 
reasoned that section 2-207 did not contemplate the inequity of 
giving the offeree all the benefita and offerors all the risks. The 
court also explained ita decision in light of a hierarchy of supple- 
mentary and imperative provisions, a drafting technique that 
permeates the Uniform Commercial Code and continental codes 
alike. The hierarchy is a remarkably simple way of giving a code 
flexibility and indicating ita limita. Inatead of foreordaining all 
contract terms as the drafters of the Prussian code might have 
desired, section 1-102(3) requires contracta to conform only to 
the imperative provisions of public order such as good faith, dili- 
gence, reasonableness, and care. Unconacionability is another 
imperative term. Presumably, no one can contract out of these 
requirements. Except for such terms, however, parties are free to 
contract as they wish; and when they do not express themselves 
on certain terms such ae time and place of payment, the code 
fills in the gaps. Thus, the code establishes a normal standard- 

inapect the goodn after their amval before payment b due 'unleaa auch 
inapection im inconhtent with the tennr of tbs contract (Section 2-613); 
aad 
( c ) i f  delivey im authorized ad made by way d documents of title oth- 
e h t b a n b y r u b r e c t i o n ( b ) t h e n ~ m d w a t t h e t i m e a d p h  
at which the buyer im b d v e  the document. reqardlwa of where the 
goodn are to be r s c s i d  and (d) where tbs & im required or author- 
i z e d t o e h i p t h e g d o n d i t t h e c r s d i t & ~ l r b m t h e t i m e d  
ehipment but poat-daw the iuvoics or delaying its dirpatch will corn- 
rpondingly dehy the skdng of the crsdit pariod. 

16. Sometimes, c o d a  may permit a party to dip an arbitration dauw iuto the 
c o q t n c t v i . c u r t o m a d t r a d e ~ e ~ ~ r u e h & ~ i m n o t p a r t o f t h e c o d e * r  
rupplementary fabric See, y, In re C M L  C k t k m h m  4 11 UCC Rep. 911 (N.Y. 
Sup. Ct. 1976) aad Gaynor-Stdad Ladua., Inc  v. Wco Textured Fiben, 62 A.D.2d 
481, 384 N.Y.S.2d 188 (1976). - 

n. 11 ucc ~ b p .  at 911. 
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ized contract wherever the parties do not expressly fix terms. 
For the present inquiry, the meaning of Itoh is that the code will 
not imply terms that do not fit somewhere into its supplemen- 
tary fabric. The parties themselves must agree on them and ex- 
pressly inject them into their deal. 

According to Llewellyn, because official government left 
most human activities unregulated, contract was useful "as an 
instrument of unofficial g~vernment.'"~ The imperative-supple- 
mentary hierarchy was consciously borrowed from the European 
tradition where there was a "clean cut distinction" between 
"iron rules of public policy . . . and the 'yielding' rules which 
hold if, but ,only if, there is no expression to the contrary.'*" 
Thus the Uniform Commercial Code, by operation of the hierar- 
chy of imperative and supplementary terms, established an "offi- 
cial standardized contract on each matter." Llewellyn enumer- 
ated the features of this official contract: 

They result in a curious and useful combination of status and 
mt(ract  value^ status, in that a full set of obligation inddenta 
are available for adoption (without thought) by any persone 
entering the relation; contract, in that entrance is voluntary 
and particular modification is possible. The field not thua cov- 
ered in advance by settled rules yet open to the partied regula- 
tion must be added. One thusfinde available for self-govern- 
ment a number of contraet or relation patterns well worked 
out; certain conditions and limitations on the uee of each of 
them, leaving each, however, highly flexible; and, finally, along 
with a certain tendency to regard the basic accepted pattern 
aa exclusively covering the whole field . . . a countertendency 

- - 

78. Llewellyn. Contract: I m t i t u t i o ~ l  hpectu, 4 Encyclopedia of the Social Sci- 
encam 329, 334 (1931) ( h e r s i  alsd M Contractu]. 

79. Id. The dietinction betweem imperative or poeitivs p d o n a  and supplemen- 
tuy or suppleet onm t a typially civilian idcu Thh dietinction ir documented and 
illustrated in d. b y ,  sur k ntmcture logique du Code civil fmn& 265-67 (19261, 
Levamour, On the Structure of o Ciidl Code, U Tul L Rev. 693, 699 (1970). and Her- 
man, Legidatwe Management of Hutory: Noter on the Philosophical Fwndotionr of 
the Cwil Code. 53 'bd. L b. 380. 382-83 (19'79). "hperativr p d o n r  supply the 
M t o r ' r  molution of a adid d inbrsrt~. On certain hum, ths pnrtia hw w 
choice. The imperative quality dram code artidsr appan in the choice d verb ruch 
rn noblip," "mumt," '%a be bound to" and #:to be." By contraat, w p p l e h  provbiona 
merely 6U gape. The provhknu bmr upon pointm thrt ths legihtur d e n  miocn. a d  
ra he bm freed the partim tocreate their own Irrwithinthslimitadtheprovhion. Id  
See genemlly Cure. Codification Technique and the Rvbkmr of Impemtiuc and Sup 
pktiuc Loro, 41 Lk L Rev. 1007 (1081). 
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to enforce many novel types of bargain more or less aa made." 

For Llewellyn, the chief virtue of the standardized official con- 
tract-one that must have occurred to the Itoh court-waa that 
it "provide[d] an original framework, a constitution, a source of 
ultimate sanction in dispute or breakdo~n.'~' Thus, section 2- 
207, if the parties manifested general agreement, approved in 
principle a "normal" contract even if a court afterwarcia, by ref- 
erence to supplementary terms in the Uniform Commercial 
Code, had to tell the parties the precise terms of their particular 
deal. This approach is entirely consistent with Llewellyn's view 
that flexibility was needed where "long range buyer-eeller rela- 
tions . . . seem more important than exact definition of the risk 
to be shifted by the particular dicker in terms of quantity, quali- 
ty or price."aa 

Llewellyn realized that the battle of the forms was inevita- 
ble in a highly developed economy. "Standardized contracts . . . 
partake of the general nature of machine production. They ma- 
terially ease and cheapen selling and distribution. They are easy 
to make, file, check and fill. To a regime of fungible goods is 
added one of fungible transactions . . . ."On When the parties' 
own standardized forms conflicted, the contract framework es- 
tablished by the Uniform Commercial Code's hierarchy of norms 
would be a "group constitutionwu to which parties could appeal. 
If the Uniform Commercial Code's supplementary terms made a 
group constitution, then unconscionability assumed qualities of 
the due process claw. "Where skill and power enter on one side 
only, the result is tyranny. Law . . . now tuma out a form of 
contract which resolves all questions in advance in favor of the 
one party. It is a form of contract which . . .. mounts to the 
exercise of unofficial government of some by others, via private 
law."" Thus, in commercial matters, uncodonability, a flex- 
ible idea with roo& deep in equity, was analogous to the rule of 

' d , * . L  

. . 
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law. Proper interpretation of the Uniform Commercial Code 
called for techniques appropriate for a constitution or funda- 
mental law rather than an isolated statute. 

Custom, Trade Usage and Course of Dealing as Gap Fillers 

Besides purposive interpretation and the imperative-supple- 
men- distinction, the code authorize8 other means for fillinp. 
gaps. For example, a court may fill gaps by reference to course of 
dealingW and custom or trade usage,"traditional gap-filling cat- 
egories for both civilians and common lawyers in commercial 
practice. Thus in Oloffson u. C o ~ r n e r , ~  plaintiff,' a grain dealer, 
agreed to buy from Coomer, a farmer, substantially all of 
Coomer's corn crop. When Coomer repudiated the contract, 
Oloffson sued Coomer for damages and recovered the difference 
between the contract price and the market price on the date 
Coomer first advised he would not perform. Arguing that under 
section 2-610" he was entitled to wait a commercially reasonable 
time before he covered, plaintiff claimed greater damage0 based 
on the difference between the contract price and market price on 
the dates the corn should have been delivered rather than the 
date he learned of repudiation. The court denied plaintifla re- 
quest for more damages, pointing out that the grain market 
when the defendant repudiated was "easily accessible''@" for fu- 
ture deliveries. Moreover, trade- usage and good faith required 
Oloffson to allow Coomer to cancel the contract for future deliv- 
ery "by making known to him a desire to cancel and paying to 
him the difference between the contract and market price on the 

86. 11 Ill. App. 3d 914 296 NX2d 871 (1973). 
83. U.C.C. 2-810, "Antldpatary Rspudiatian," provideu 
When &her puty repldktea the amtract with reap& to a perfanmanca noC 
yefd~tbehsafwhichwil l rukhntt l ly  impsirthedwdtheaontrdOq,, 
the otbsr* the aggrbd party may 

(a) for a c o r n m e  muonable time await perfonnanca by the mpudi- ' a  

** 
(b) resort to my remedy far breach (Section 2-703 or Sbctia 2-7111, 

' 

- ~ b s h r ~ e d ~ ~ u d i a t i n g p u t y t h r t b s r o u l d a l t  '<?-.': 
the latbr'a parformance md hM urged mtraction; a d  

- ( ~ ) i n e i t b s r ~ m l a p e n d h t o w n p e r f o ~ o r ~ r o c s b d ~ a ~  - - - -  
withthepraPLioqr~thimArti&antherslhr'rrighttoid(~~tityIwc)l . 
b * a m t m C t ~ b d a r t o N l l ~ u n a n h b s d I w c ) l * c  
(Ssctiosr 2700. , . r- I 

so. 1 m APP ad 818, m NJW ~ 1 , 8 7 4  (19731.'- . - 
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day of can~ellation."~~ 

Gap Filling by Projection of a Norm 

According to civilian tradition, a code, to be a source of law, 
must fill its own gaps as well as gaps left by the parties. In other 
words, the code reader, by means of analogy and analysis of the 
spirit of a section, can deduce a norm from it and project it upon 
another code section, thereby covering a case not literally within 
the latter section. This technique is not so metaphysical aa it 
initially sounds. Though it seems unfamiliar in statutory inter- 
pretation, it is standard procedure in common law reasoning 
with respect to cases. As Levi has shown in An Introduction to  
Legal Reasoning,,' the precise scope of the ratio of any decision 
is unknown when the decision is announced. Later judges dig- 
cover the ratio when they decide that the case does or does not 
constitute a precedent. If they consider the material facts of the 
earlier case to be the same as the material facts of the case 
before them, they hold that the decision constitutes such a pre- 
cedent. When the material facts of two cases are different, the 
earlier decision is not binding. This finding of similarity and dif- 
ference in the material facta is thus the key step in the process 
of developing a rule of the common law. When the rule is being 
widened, a judge will ignore or regard as immaterial a fact which 
earlier judges thought to be important. When the rule is being 
narrowed, later judges will emphasize a fact which earlier judgeg 
considered unimportantg8 In case law technique, this mode of 
analysis is familiar enough. AB Llewellyn knew, an English or an 
American judge interpreting a statute rather than a case might 
just as easily follow the stubbom approach of Staunton, J., who 
declared in a fourteenth century case: "A statute does not re- 
strain the common law outside the words of the statute."" 

Though judicial decisions under the Uniform Commercial 
Code readily acknowledge gaps in party expressions, few ac- 
knowledge such gaps in the text of the code i t d f .  For a time, 
French jurisprudence likewise hesitated to acknowledge such 
gaps. Assuming their code was logically gapless, aome French ju- 

91. Id.at876. -- ' ' . 
92 E Levi,-An Introdu& to Legal Reasoning (1949). 
93. This description puaphrassl, Stain. rupm not8 27, at 105. 
94. Bakewell v. W d m o r t h ,  cited in PlucLaetL, nrpm note 28, at 133. - 
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rists were fascinated by the interaction of its articles. The in- 
completeness of the Code Civil did not finally receive full docu- 
mentation until G6ny's Meth~de, '~ published nearly a century 
after the code was promulgated. Although nothing as compre- 
hensive as GBny's work has appeared in the United States, occa- 
eionally a decieion acknowledges a true gap in the Uniform Com- 
mercial Code. 

In Indwsa Corp. v. Reliable Stainless Steel Supply Co.,* 
the gap was Wed by projection of a norm from one section to 
another. Indussa, the seller, and Reliable, the. buyer, had made 
several contracts for the sale of aluminum eheeta. Indussa deliv- 
ered on the first five contracts, and Reliable paid on the first 
two. When Indusaa sued for payments on the third, fourth, and 
fifth installments, Reliable admitted liability but counterclaimed 
because Indusaa had not delivered the aluminum covered by the 
eixth and eeventh contracts. Indussa based ita etoppage of deliv- 
ery on sections 2-702@' ,,md 2-705- which regulate a seller's right 

95. a n y ,  supra note 3. 
96. 369 F. Supp. 976 (ED. Pa. 1974). 
97. U.C.C. 4 2-702, "Seller'r Remedies on D i v e r y  of Buyer'a holveney," 

orovides 
(1) When the seller discovare the buyer to be ineolvent he may refuse delivery 
except for caeh including payment for all g d  theretofore delivered under the 
contract, and dop delivery undu thb Article (Section 2-705). 
(2) Whsre the d e r  discoven that the buyer hu recsived good8 on d t  whik 
ineolvsat be may rrrlaim the good8 upon demnnd made within hn dayr aftas 
the d p t ,  but if miuepresemtaticm of solvency ham bmn made to the @a- 
lax rellsr in writing within three month before delivery the hn day Limitah 
doea mt apply. Except aa provided iu t h i a  su- tbs d e r  may not hrs a 

-- , right to redah Coodr on the buyer'# fraudulent or inwcsnt mierepruantatioa 
of eolmcy or af intent to psy. 
(3) The mllu's right to redaim under rubmAhn(2) b subject to the rights of 
a buyer iu ordinuy courm or other good faith purchruar under thb Article 
(Ssctian 2403). B u d  rdamntb af goad8 exdudea d otbu lamedia 
with mpsct to tbsm. 
ga U.C.C. 1 2-706, "Selbr'r Stoppage of Delivery Tramit a Othuabs" 

provides i 
- < 

(1) ~ h s  +r mrry stop delivery of gcmdn in the w n  of a carrim at o L  : . 
bailse when ha d b a m m  tba buyer to be W e n t  (Section 2-702) 4 m r ~ r  
atop deliwry of carload, truelload, p b d d  or l n z p  rhipmenta of ~xpreu  a , 
freight when the buyer repudiatan or fait to make a payment due Mom deliv- 
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to stop delivery when his buyer is insolventse under the Uniform 
Commercial Code. The key issue in the case was whether In- 
dussa, before it stopped delivery, promptly had to notify Relia- 
ble of its decision. As the court noted, the code did not explicitly 
impose a requirement of notification on a seller who stopped de- 
livery because of his buyer's insolven~y.'~~ 

If, as Reliable argued, a seller implicitly gave notice to the 
buyer whenever he refused to deliver except for cash, then by 
implication, the seller should notify the buyer of his stoppage of 
delivery as well. Reliable's argument was compelling because the 
conjunctive "and" joined the two remedies in the text of section 
2-702(1). Notification when a seller refused to deliver except for 
cash might imply notification when a seller stopped delivery as 
well. There was another equally compelling reason to search for 
a notification requirement: a number of code sections incorpo- 
rated a notice requirement to reduce senseless disputes, to en- 
courage good faith compromiees of differences and to assure that 
the parties knew where they etmd. For several reasons, however, 
the court concluded that section 2-702 itaelf did not literally im- 
pose a notification requirement. The method the court used 

(c) such acknowledgment to the buyer by a d e r  by reshipment or M 
warehouseman; or 
(d) negotiation to the buyer of any negotiable document of title covering 
the g d  

(3) (a) To stop delivery the mller must notify ru to enable the Wee by 
reaeonable diligence to prevent delivery of the good.. 
(b) After such mti6cation the bail- must hold urd deliver the goodo ac- 
cording tothe directiomof the aeIIer b;t thamUerbkhIe tothe b d m  
for any ensuing c b g m  or damages, 
(c) If a negotiable document of title b been hued  for goods the bailen in 
not obliged to obey a notification to stop until rurremdw of the document. 
(dl A carrier who hm k w d  a nm-negotiable bill of ladiag b not obliged to 
obey a notification to utop received from a person 0 t h  thn the amsignor. 

99. Insolvency i dehed in U.C.C. f 1-#)1(23): 'A penoa m 'inrolvemt' who either 
h a  ceased to pay hia debb in the ordinary c o r n  of buabm or cannot pay hiu debb M 

they become due or h insolvent within the meaning of the f aded  bnnkruptcy law." 
100. Section 2-702 lirb two wller'u remedicta m d k w a y  of buyw'a bd- 
vency. The ht, . . . not rwrtbd to bere, dbm the mlbr to rsfuse delimy 
except for cnah. The sscond, which wau invoked ben, all- the m l k  to rtop 
delivery under mction 2-706 . . . . "The uelk may atop delivery of pdn in 
the poaeession of a carrier or other bail- when he diecoven the buyer to bs 
ineolvent (aectim 2-702) . . . ." Neither rsction -lndicabr whether notics h re- 
quired, although notice ueerrm implicit in the other f 2-702 remedy of refueal to 
deliver except for caeh. 

369 F. Supp. 976, 978 (E.D. Pa. 1974) (footnotea omittsd). - 
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both to reach this conclusion and to find a notification duty by 
analogy reminds one of the working methods of a continental 
court when it interprets its code. By means of literal and histori- 
cal interpretations of section 2-702, the court found first that the 
historical evidence was contrary to Reliable's proposed conjunc- 
tive reading: the two remedies in section 2-702 derived from 
clearly independent remedies afforded by sections 54(l)(c) and 
57 of the repealed Uniform Sales Act.lol Second, uae of the word 
"and" could mean that two options need not both be exercised. 
On the other hand, the disjunctive "or," while allowing an elec- 
tion or uae of both options, never meant both options had to be 
exercised.lO' Furthermore, Comment (1) of the section spoke of 
"the seller's right to withhold the goods," from which the court 
inferred that use of the word "and" in the code was not intended 
to bar a seller from exercising only one of the two remedies. 
Third, section 2-705 discussed the remedy of stoppage in transit 
as though it could stand alone.lo8 Fourth, the court, out of defer- 
ence to the integrity and coherence of the text, hesitated to 
"strain to read the Code's text in such a way as to alter the 
righta and remedies apparently authorized in the Code by link- 
ing them together, where the drafters . . . could easily have 
made such links plain by minor changes in the text."lW The 
drafters' refusal to link both remedies also led to rejection of 
Reliable's suggestion that the-right to demand assurances under 
section 2-609 was a precondition to the exercise of righta under 
aection 2-702. Even though such links might make good sense in 
many commercial contexts, the court required "a stronger impe- 
tus than [good sense] before making such a substantial addition 

-- to_ a tautly drawn statute."1m Fifth, if a seller had to deliver to 
an insolvent buyer who could not pay cash for the delivery and 
for overdue debta on previous deliveries under the contract, he 
might have no more than a voidable preference in bankruptcy 
over the portion of the payment which covered the antecedent 
debt.lW Sixth, in the factual context of Indussa, it was clear that 
an offer to deliver for cash would have been futile becauae the 

101. Id. at 978 n.6. 
- 102 I d  

103. I d  
104. .Id 1 

105. I d  
106. I d  

- 
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seller already knew the buyer could not pay.''' 

Reliable claimed that section 2-706(3) also required the 
seller to give notice. The court determined section 2-706(3) was 
literally inapplicable, for it dealt with the seller's right to recover 
from the buyer the difference between the resale price and the 
contract price after reselling undelivered goods, and merely re- 
quired notice of the seller's intention to resell a t  private aale. 
Because Indussa did not claim its remedies under this section, 
the court saw no reason why this notice requirement should 
"survive the nonexercise of the other proeions of this elective 
se~t ion." '~  

Reliable argued unsuccessfully that a notice requirement 
also had to be read into section 2-712,1°e which provides the 
buyer a right to cover after nondelivery, pointing out that a 
buyer could not cover until he knew there would be no delivery. 
The court rejected this argument.on the ground that the lan- 
guage of section 2-712(1) made i t  plain that the buyer's right to 
cover arose only after a non-delivery in breach of the contract. 
Because the seller did not breach the contract here, section 2- 
712 was inapplicable. Finding no literal obligation of notification 
for the seller in the code provisions, the court finally turned to 
equities justifying the requirement of notice: the ease of giving 
notification, the potential benefits to the buyer of having such 
notice, and the absence of any reasons for the seller not to give 
notice. Here the court filled the gap in section 2-702 by 
"[a]nalog;zing remedies from 8 2-711,"110 likening Reliable to a 
buyer who sought td cover immediately on learning of a seller'8. 
repudiation. - 

A noteworthy feature of the Indussa court's opinion ie the 

101. I d  
108. I d  at 979. 
1W. U.C.C. 4 2-712, " Buyer'r Racurement of Subtitub Goobw providc 
(1) Afbr a breach within the pmcdbg 4 0 1 1  the buyer may Uawarw by nuk- 
ing in good faith and without uareasonable delay any reasonable purcham of or 
contract to p u r h  g& in rubetitution for t&ee due from tbe r s k .  
(2)Tbsbuyermayrecotrstfromthsdm.rdamagsrtbsdifl~~be~ 
t h s c o r t d ~ m r . a d t h s c o n ~ ~ r i c s ~ e t b s r r a i t h a n y i n e i d e n h l ~ ~  
quential damages .r herniaafter d&ed (Sectioa 2-716). but h e q m m a  
~ v e d m ~ a f o t n W a b r s a c b  +. .' , 
(3) F a i h  af the buyer to affect awer within thin d m  dam mot bar him 
from any other rsmedg. 
11Q a F. Supp. at BBa I 
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laboriousness of its reading of the code. It exhausted the ordi- 
nary "plain meaning" of the pertinent provisions, examining the 
meaning of notice in several contexts by reading them in light of 
historical evidence and apparent policies. If the notice rule of 
section 2-711 had appeared as the ratio of a caae, not a statute, 
the Itoh court on its own, without such exhaustive reasoning, 
might have expanded it rather williigly to cover the facta of In-  
dussa. This extension might have occurred because common law 
judges find it easier to generate analogies from cases than from 
statutea. However, the court's technique was entirely appropri- 
ate for the Uniform Commercial Code. In most cases, the worde 
of a provision ought to fit the'facts of a case. Once the court 
concludes that the words do not literally apply, then a policy- 
oriented search for an interpretation conducive to mitigation of 
damages and settlement of disputes can expand the words be- 
yond their apparent scope. Of course, proponents of plain mean- 
ing may argue that such verbal expansion destabilizes the law, 
but their argument merely reflecta their discomfort with stat- 
utes. If a system is to endure, i t  must contain a source of anal- 
ogy for future growth. These same proponents probably would 
not complain if the unprovided-for case were settled by the judi- 
cial expansion of the ratio of an old case, not a code provision. 
To the claim that purposive interpretation would lead to uncer- 
tainty, LleweUyn's own words are -a sufficient response: 

The legal certainty . . . envisaged by the parties to litigation ae 
the measure of what is desirable and possible ie that of a de- 
ductively certain method of judicial decision. (This method] 
does not exbt . . . , cannot exiet . . . if it ever exiated the re- 

_-_ _ su& would be calamitous and intolerable . . . and the idea that 
it'Ei,uld exist is the chief caw of the actual uncertainty of law 
among the lawyeralll 

The Indussa court eettled a dispute not clearly covered by the 
Uniform Commercial Code by reading it ae both law and a 
source of law. In terms of judicial method, this cam wae compa- 
rable to continental decisions that fill a "te18010gicaln gap in a 
civil code pro~ision.'~' With this decision, Llewellyn's ghost 

111: P r l l j u d i z i d t .  # u p  note 20. at pt. 1, ) 67, at 80, t r a ~ h t e d  in D a m  
Comparative Law, aupm note 30, at 196. - .  

112 Such continental dociaitma u e  dbcuwed in Mayda, u p  note 3. at 4240. .Id 
in Herman, Quot Judicu Tot Sententiae: A Study of the Elyliah Reation to Continm- 
to1 Interpretation, 1 Legd Stud. 166, 169-76 (1981). 
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should be pleased. 

At first blush, a broad savings clause, section 1-103, seems 
to frustrate purposive interpretation by saving pre-code cases 
unless they are d b p l a d m 8  

In an excellent study, one writer haa argued that this sec- 
tion may have preserved for the code method a reliance on pre- 
cedent inconsistent with the policy oriented interpretation called 
for under section l-102.114 But section 1-103, read closely, savea 
principles of law and equity, not specific cases. In a sense, these 
principles are extra-coda1 imperative t e r n  imposed on all 
agreements out of a fund of ideas that pre-existed the code. 
Llewellyn, having surveyed the evolution of the common law, re- 
alized that m p e  doctrines could be abandoned and that others 
had become inevitable habits of mind, reflexes that no lawyer 
could abandon. Among dispensable doctrines was the election of 
remedy.ll' In contrast, the preference for substituted perform- 
ance over performance in specie was embedded in lawyers' 
thinkinga1. and could not be inverted. Thus, section 2-716(1) 
preserved the common law antipathy to specific performance: 
"Specific performance may be decreed where the goods are 
unique or in other proper circumstances." 

Although the comments to section 2-716 indicate a tendency 
to liberalize specific performance, "proper circumstances" must 

113. U.C.C. ) 1-10s pmvidec UUnlen &placed by the pubicuhr provirio~~~ of thir 
A&& principla of h w  and equitg* including tbs law mecbant aad the law relative to 
capacity to contract, princip.l.nd 8gent, edtoppel, hid, *presentation, dure~ ,  co- 
ercion, mi~~take, hntrupty, ar 0 t h  validating or invalidating c a ~  &dl twpplement 
it. pmvbhu." , , -. 

114. Nickla, Robkmr of Souma of tcw Relatbwhipr Under the Uniform Com- 
mercial Codc-hrt I: Tha Mathodologid Robhm Md Tha Civil tOc0 Approoeh, 31 
Ark.LRaV.l,&6(1977). . 

116. According to U.C.C. ) 2-708, comment 1, "[tlhm Article mjecb asp doctrins of 
election of remedy n a fuhmmhl policy and &UB tbs remedisr are ~~ (mt ia l ly  cumu- 
h t i v s i n ~ k u e a n d i n c l u d s ~ d t b s a v r i L b b ~ f o r b r e r c h "  

lla Such .n h e m h  occum in the d d t  convention on contract8 for the Inkmu- 
tional5.leofGoodr Foraommrrrlbn, invenionoftbs preference would be krl'dius 
gar& of fundamauhl notiom d ecaoomier" Of co~nq tbs invemion abo "offen& tbs 
~ o f p r i d e o f t b a s o r n \ m m I n r ~ ~ ~ ~ d i d r h r a o c m t r u y r u ) n m  
Fammodh, h m a g a  md &n&k Relief* !t7 Am. J.  Canp. L 247,251 (1979). 'hi v i m  
that tbs common h w  profammo h pmctialty & renun nakvoc t &bomtal in F m -  
worth, Legal Remedia for Breach of Contmct, 70 Cdum. L h. 1145 (1910). - 
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mean what equity always has meant: when substituted perform- 
ance is inappropriate. This meaning is usually assumed by 
courts asked to order performance under the Uniform Commer- 
cial Code. In Kaiser Trading Co. v. Associated Metals & Miner- 
als Corp.,l17 defendant made an installment contract with plain- 
tiff for cryolite. After the first shipment, the defendant 
repudiated the deal, justifying ita actions on aeveral grounds 
that no court could immediately evaluate. Plaintiff requested a 
preliminary injunction to assure defendant would continue to 
deliver on time, and the court set about explaining the meaning 
of section 2-716. Noting that the phrase "other proper circum- 
stances" broadened the traditional remedy of specific perform- 
ance, the court went through a check list of factors that have 
been common criteria for equitable relief since the publication of 
Pomeroy. Predictably, the court addressed the buyer's inability 
to cover, ita showing of irreparable injury, its ability to prevail 
on the merita, a "balmicing of the equities," and "the doctrine of 
unclean hands." "It ie a fundamental maxim," said the court, 
"that . . . to invoke equity jurisdiction, the party seeking relief 
must'come into court with clean handa."l18 To apply this maxim, 
the court was fully justified in examining pre-code cases decided 
as long ago as 1930. 

Pound once noted that Anglo-American law tended to turn 
contract questions into tort questions.11s Detrimental reliance, 
although analytically unrelated to the conmpt of the meeting of 
wills, tended naturally to enter judicial considerations about en- 
forcement of contract8 when one party claimed the contract for- 
mation process was defective. Under the Uniform Commercial 
C o d e , e  interaction between tort and contract had to continue; 
section 1303, by "saving" estoppel, assured that it would. The 
interaction can readily be seen in Decatur Cooperatiue Associa- 
tion u. Urbun.lm Plaintiff alleged it had an oral contract for 
wheat, and that defendant before delivery repudiated the con- 
tract. The plaintiff claimed thatt the defendant was a merchant 
under section 2-201 and that the defendant, when he failed to 
object to the terms of a written confirmation within ten days of 
ita receipt, lost hia statute-of-frauds defense. Though the court 

- - 
117. 321 P. Supp.323 4N.D. c.L 1870). . - 
118. Id. at 936. -- . + ,.. . 
119. Pound, Contmct, 4 Eelopsdia of the Social Scieaea 329 (1931). . 
120. 219 Kan. 171, 647 P2d 529 (1976). 
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ruled the defendant was not a merchant, that determination was 
not the end of the case. Relying on section 1-103, the court 
short-circuited the statute-of-frauds defense on the ground that 
the defendant knew the plaintiff would rely to its detriment on 
the defendant's promise and would immediately resell the prom- 
ised wheat. Accordingly, the case was remanded for a determina- 
tion of facts that might deprive the defendant of the defense 
under section 2-201. A code drafted for an American context 
could not deprive a court of its equitable power to prevent one 
from profiting from his own wrongdoing. 

It must also be remembered that section 1-103 of the Uni- 
form Commercial Code could not displace any remedies not 
sounding in contract. At firat blush, this point seems trivial, but 
it is important in cases where a p1aint.X injured by a defective 
item sues a supplier on the basis of strict liability as well as code 
warranties. Thus when section 2-607(3)lS1 requires the injured 
buyer to give a seller a notice of breach or "be barred from any 
remedy," the term "remedy" here must mean only "contractual 
remedy" or "remedy under the Uniform Commercial Code." It 
should not include tort remedies. Seely v. White Motor Co."' 
made the distinction between tort and contract remedies under 
section 2-607. The court observed that the code's warranty rules 
regulated "economic relations between the pa~ties.""~ The law 
of strict liability in tort governed "physical injury to plaintifPs 
property, as well as personal injury."lu 

"The law cornmanda," wrote_ L'Hwpital. "It is not made to 

121. U.C.C. 8 2-607, "Effect of Acceptance; Notice of Breseh, Burden of Establish- 
ing Bmch APtar Acceptance; Notice of Ckim or Litigation to Puson hwemble Ovar," 
providac 

(3) When a tender has besn acmpbd 
(a) the buyer munt within a rsaeonable time afkr he k v e m  or &odd 
have diacovemd any breach notify the e e h  of breach or be barred from 
any remedy, and 
(b) if the claim b one for infringement or tbe like (su- (3) of 
Section 2-312) and the b u p  t sued aa a mult of mch a breach he 
must m notify the d e r  within a reaeonable time after he receivca ao- 

- tice of the litigation or k barred from any remedy wer for liability a- 
tablished by the litigation 

122 46 Rptr. 17. 403 P.2d 146 (1966). 
123. Id. at 26, 403 P.2d at 149. 
124. Id. 
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instruct, and it has no need of convincing."''' L'Hospital echoed 
Justinian's view that law, because it was imperative, required no 
explanation. To implement this view of law, Justinian forbade 
commentary on the Digest. Centuries later, another emperor, 
Napoleon, on hearing of the publication of the first commentary 
on his civil code, exclaimed that his work was ruined.'* In a 
sense, Napoleon's fears were justified. 

Commentaries in the civil law tradition have great influence. 
When law is made syetematically and organically, its systematic 
exegesis is also thought to be necessary. At .first, the effect of 
thia exegesis is imperceptible because it affects mainly students. 
However, as Juatinian and Napoleon realized, the students grow 
up; and when they eventually become judges and legislators, the 
scholar's exegesis can be profoundly influential. Furthermore, 
the thinking of scholars, because they do not belong to existing 
political strudures, ie not easily controlled or predicted. Their 
freewheeling speculation on the meaning of a text, rationalizing 
it by appeal to history and philosophy, can eventually conode 
the imperative force of a rule. When commentary is authorita- 
tive, the potential for destruction of law is real. 

At common law, the destructive potential of authoritative 
commentary is probably not so great as in the civil law tradition 
because it is created sporadically as decisions occur by judges 
who are within the political syatem, not academicians. Authori- 
tative doctrine is fully intermingled in the decisione themselves. 
Elaboration of doctrine by academicians ie a secondary function, 
a by-product of their primary function, which is to evaluate and 
report on the judicial elaboration of the law. So long as the eys- 
t%m is h e d  on judge-made law, the subordination of academic 
exegesis to judicial exegesis is understandable yet regrettable. 
From a civilian's viewpoint, the academician's subordination to 
the judge is tied to hia pedagogy: "The absorption of law teach- 
ers* energies in the preparation of caseboob . . . ha[s] deflected 
their gift13 and energies from the production of doctrine, thoee 
creative treatises on the main chapters of the law whi* can and 
do influence the whole c o m e  of development in a civilian 

126. Cited in Morrieon, The Need for a Revirion of the Louisiana Civil Code, 11 
Tul L Rsv. 213, U1 (1937). 

126. 9 Revue Critique 362 n.1 (I-) cited in 1 M. Planiol, Trait4 elCrnenhire 6 
droit civil no. 1SO (11th ed. La. Stab L Inrt. tram I=). 
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The inclusion of editorial comments in the Uniform Com- 
mercial Code leads one to conclude that Llewellyn shared the 
convictions of Justinian and Napoleon as to the power of com- 
mentaries. Williston's treatise was a leading commentary on the 
Uniform Sales Act but it was also misleading. The courts had 
given it weight on the false assumption that it  reflected the 
drafter's intent. Unlike Napoleon, Llewellyn realized that aca- 
demic commentaries on the law were inevitable; nevertheleas, 
their influence could be minimized. A semi-official exegesis of 
the code, if placed in proximity to the text itself, could effec- 
tively insulate the decisional process from academicians, leaving 
the judges in full control of legal evolution. Though the judges 
were not omnipotent, they were "interstitial legislators, whose 
duty (was) to adapt the legal system to existing  need^."^" Thus, 
in matters of interpretation of the Uniform Commercial Code, 
American academic writers, unlike their continental counter- 
parts, were not destined to occupy a quasi-political role as trust- 
ees of the law. According to Professor Hawkland, "[m]uch to the 
regret of some law review and treatise writers, the Uniform 
Commercial Code does not direct judges administering its provi- 
sions to seek aid in the 'discussion of informed men.' "lZs Profes- 
sor Skilton hae captured this sense of academic insulation from 
law creation in the title to his article, "Some Comments on the 
Comments to the Uniform Commercial Code."lao 

The editorial commenta are nothing less than a primer for , 

novices and a primary treatise for judges and lawyers. AE glosaee, 
they are as effective as the glosses of Baldua and Bartolualal for 
establishing textual meanings. They are instructive, even argu- 
mentative gap fillers. According to White and Summers, authors 
of a leading hornbook on the code, "the Official Commenta . . . 

i n .  T. Smith, The h e m t i o n  of the Civilion M a w n  in Mud Juriadictwnr, 
in Civil Law in the Modem World 21 (A. Yiannopoulos ed. 1985). 

128. Pr&judizienrecht, supra nob 20, at pt. 1, 55, at 76-77, t r o ~ h t e d  in Dawn,  
bmparative Law, supra note #), at 192. 

129. Hawkland, supra note 20, at 302. 
- 130. Skilton, Some Commentr on the Cornme$ to the Uniform Commercial 
Code. 1966 W i  L Rev. 697. \ 

131. On the role of t h e  glwess for the r e b i  of the study of Roman law, om 
Stein, supra mta 21, and J. Dawnon, The Oraclm of the Law 124-27.130-31 (1968) [bare- 
inafter cited am Oraclm]. 
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are by far the most useful aids to interpretation and construc- 
tion. The courts take to the comments like ducka take to water 
even though the legislatures did not enact the Code com- 
ments."laS Decisions that consciously deviate from the comments 
are distinguished by their rarity. 

In terms of Llewellyn's program for making the code a 
source of law, the comments are basic toola for learning its pur- 
posive interpretation. They "decrease the leeway . . . for persua- 
sive distortion or misapplication of the language."lu They help 
make the code a "premise for judicial reasoning."lw They aeaist 
the process of subsumption, a mental operation whereby new 
facts are fitted within the concepts established by the words of a 
provision. They even encourage a dialectic between jurispru- 
dence and the code text. For example, in Thompson v. Reed- 
man,1u the question was whether a guest passenger in an auto- 
mobile could avail himself of the warranty remedy granted to a 
guest in the buyer's home. Although the cornmenta did not liter- 
ally answer this question, they indicated a policy of protecting 
victims not in privity with the seller and authorized reference to 
developing case law. The proper question thus became whether 
"guest-in-a-home" was a metaphor for a variety of victims in- 
jured while they lawfully used or were exppsed to a faulty 
item-victims like Thompson, even borrowers of dangerous 
items who used them temporarily in their own homea. Llewellyn 
knew that hard cases like Thompson were inevitable. In such 
cases, the judge's task was to modify the content of the rule it- 
self, though the comments to section 2-318 were ambiguous in 
the sense that the new content of the rule might dexive from 
evolving case law. 

AB soon as there ie the poeeibility of doubt (aa to whether a 
particular rule fits a certain set of fads) . . . the question b 
should the rule include the instant case or not? If there in mri- 
ous doubt, the boundary of the rule in ita relation to the in- 
stant case will be in doubt until a judicial decision haa been 
rendered. The problem h a  becomes one of modifying the con- 
tent of the rule in such a way that it henceforth, without any 

132 Whib & S u m m a  rupk nob 20, at 12 
1SS. Twining. urpm nota 20. at 321-2!4. 
134. Th viewpoint M elaborated in a prsacisnt note Thc Unifonn Commercial 

Code h o R e h e  for Judicial Reasoning, 66 Colum. L b. 880 (1965). 
136. 199 F. Supp. 1#) (ED. Pa. 1961). diecusd in text at wta 68-61 rupm 
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doubt either includes or excludes the case in question . . . 
there is an extension, a reformulation, a reading of something 
new into the rule. For the rule consbta of a sequence, a struc- 
ture of verbal symbols. . . . The symbol b a means to identify- 
ing things or thought constr~cte.~" 

The comments help the reader to build these constructs. 
They till gaps large and small, they flesh out meanings of the 
text. Thus, when section 1-201 says a writing must be signed by 
the party against whom enforcement is sought, "signed" is de- 
fined as including "any symbol executed or adopted by a party 
with present intention to authenticate a writing."lS7 If the reader 
is still in doubt about the subsumption of a particular writing 
under the term "signed," the comments to section 1-201 tell him 
that: "The inclusion of authentication in the definition of 
'signed' is to make clear that as the term is used in this Act a 
complete signature is not necessary. Authentication may be 
printed, stamped or written; it may be by initials or by 
thum b~rint."~* 1 

When a provision is inadequately or inartfully drafted, the 
comments can even save it from misconstruction. They direct 
attention to a kind of unprovided-for case that is within the 
thought construct of a rule though not literally in the rule itself. 
Thus, the text of section 2-615 literally concerne only cases 
where the seller fails to perform as agreed because such perform- 
ance "has been made impracticable by the occurrence of a con- 
tingency the non-occurrence of which was a basic assumption on . 
which the contract was made . . . ."18' As Skilton has said, "The 
comment to section 2-615 recognizes that there is no comparable 
provision in article 2 dealing with unforeseen circumstances 
which may excuse the buyer's performance. So it takes on the 
taat"140 

136. Prlljudizienrecht. 8Upm sob 20, at pt. 1, f 63, at 74, translated in Damn,  
Comparative Law, rupm note 20, at 188-89. 

137. U.C.C. f 1-201(39). 
138. Id. i 1-201. comment 39. 
139. Id. i 2-6iMd. 
1 ~ & n ,  r u i k  note 130, at 616. Th text of the comment to U.C.C. f 2-615 to 

which Skilton refem provider: . V  

Exemption of the buyer in the -'of a 'mquiremembW contract in an- 
wed by the "Output and Requirementaw & both .o to mmmption d 
allocation of the rolemnt riakn. But whan a ~~l l tzac t  by a manufacturer to buy 
fuel or raw material m&m no specific refwenca to a particular venture and no 
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DRAFTING TECHNIQUES: FUSION OF GENERALIZATION WITH PALP- 
ABLE EVENTS 

Lawyers like to call their discipline a science, apparently on 
the theory that such description enhances ita legitimacy and 
suggests a freedom from subjective bias. In nineteenth century 
Germany, Windscheid and the Pandectistsl" gave full expres- 
sion to the scientific view of law; the German Civil Code was its 
finest flower. Eventually, the view of law as a science took hold 
in the United States. h g d e l l ,  for example, thought that the 
cases he assembled were all that lawyem needed for practice be- 
cause they embodied major conceptual categoriea from which all 
rules could be logically deduced.'" Though Langdell assembled 
cases, not code articles, he was spiritually like the German 
Pandectists who gathered and analyzed Roman and customary 
law for the sake of the logical deduction of the German Civil 
Code. 

We engage in conceptual thinking every day. It  iii ines- 
'capable in our reasoning about the meaning and scope of a stat- 
ute. Conceptualism though can be pushed only so far. On the 
continent, conceptualism began to defeat itself by blindly fol- 
lowing logic even if the logical extension of a rule had a harsh or 
unreasonable impact in the real world. As the German jurist 
Phillip Heck demonstrated, conceptualism eventually became 
mechanical and caricatured itself: 

The older school, the Jurisprudence of Concepts, confined the 
judge to a function of eubsuming fads under legal concepta 
Accordingly, the legal order was thought of as a "complete" 

- 2. 

such referexm may be drawn from tbe circumetan-, commerdal underatad- 
ing viem it M a general deal in the general market and not conditioned on any 
aeaumpth of the continuing operation of the buyer's plant Exmu when notica 
b given by the buyer that the suppliea am needed to till a spsdfic contract of a 
normal commercial kind, ~~mmacial undemtanding doe, not BOO ulch a uuppbr 
contraet M conditioned on the continuanee of the buyer's hr tbr  contract f a  
outlet. On the other hand, where the buyer's contract L in reasonable cammer- 
cial undedanding conditioned on a d a t e  and specik venture or ururnp 
tion 4 for inrtarrcs, a war pnrmrsment uubcontract known to be baaed on a 
prime wntract which L subject to tarmination, or a supply contract for a pu- 
ticular construction venture, the nwwm of t& present nction may well apply 
and entitle the buyer to the e~emptioa 

U.C.C. 8 2-616, commemt 8. 
141. Omcla, rupro note 131, st 460-61. 
142. See Taining, rupra nob 20, at U& A aimkity be- Laagddl's inteIlec- 

tunl approach and German legal thought t suggested in Twining at 191. 
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system of legal concepte, a system which was conceived as a 
deductive or analytical system. From general concepts there re- 
sulted special concepta; from concepta there resulted, by logical 
deduction, the legal rules applicable to the fa&. Consequently, 
ao i t  was taught, the eecertainment of causal concepta enabled 
the lawyer tn establish new legal rulea. Thus the "system" 
came to be conaidered an inexhaustible source of "new mate- 
rial." The function of legal science wee held to be that of de- 
ducing c a d  concepta from established legal rules; of defining 
precisely, or, to use the technical term, conatruing these con- 
cepte; and of building out of them a complete system which in 
ita turn would yield new legal rulea. Even where a rule was ac- 
tually found with the aid of practical considerations, it was 
thought necessary to represent it as logically derived from a 
concept."' 

When Llewellyn railed against the undue formalGm of courta 
and scholars like Langdell and Williston,lU he was attacking this 
caricatured conceptualiem. He did not want it in tbe comments 
or the code. 

Llewellyn's antipathy to conceptual jurisprudence is legen- 
dary. His campaign against the use of "heavenly concepta" to 
solve real problems is reminiscent of the struggle of the great 
German jurist, Rudolph von Jhering.la6 As a young man, Jher- 
ing, under the influence of Pandectiet learning, developed a 
highly refined conceptual jurisprudence. When he realized that 
the manipulation of his "juristic constructions" was akin to the 

l a .  P. ~ d . . ~ e g r i r r n ~ l d ~  und Intereanenjuriaprudem (1932). tmmhted Tba 
Jurisprudence. of Inter- 99-256 (M. Schoch ed. 1948). The debate between conceptual- * and tabolaqhts'h dimmed in Herman. C o d  V v r w  Ptrrpo#' The SyUa and 
Choybair of the Codc Drafter, 62 TuL L. Rev. 116 (1977) [ h e r e i  cited rr Codr 
Dmfr-E 

1U Lhvdlyn hed maon to fsar Witon'r iaflwnca. On the Palm of &a- 
tion W i  & a p e d  nharply with Llewdyn. Willbtcm d e a d i  the Uniform Com- 
m d  Code s unwh and iconoclastic, and be favored piecemeal a m d m t  over 
mmprehauaiva &cation W i  apparently did not appreciate the power d a gan- 
era1 proponition to mettle particular am. According to Twining, WilWon amurnad h t  
a pteciaely worded rtatub backed up by a mrpm of decided carsr was the way of ob- 
taining certainty in the ha." Twining. rupm wb #), at 288 (smpbda in original). Am 
we- ham oran already, Llewellyn did not even believe certainty in hw wan attainabla 
Surely it rrrrr rrnderirabla Src text at note 111 aupm - " .y 

1 J k b g ' s  thought ia mmpli6ed in Code Dmfta,  aupm nob 143, at 118-21 and 
Zweigart 6r Sielu, Jhering'r In&cnce on Deuelopment of the Comparatiue Method, 19 
Am J. Camp L 216 (1971). On concaptualinm v e m  pwpoeiva mammhg, & 
Human, Quot Judicu Tot Sententhe, rupm nota 112 ' 
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work of alchemists,14@ he discarded them in favor of a view that 
law was driven by purpose, not invisible concepts. Demonstra- 
tion of Jhering's influence on legal realism is beyond the scope of 
this paper. SufEice it to say that Jhering, long before Holmes, 
pointed out that the life of the law was experience, not logic.147 
Like Jhering and Holmes, Llewellyn maintained that law had to 
be functional. No one minded if the law was functional in 
heaven so long as it functioned on earth. A scientific view of law 
blinded many scholars to the need for functionalism. Even 
Landgell's case method became Llewellyn9s taqet. According to 
Llewellyn, Langdell's scientific assumption that the case method 
would predict future outcomes ria well ae the "right" direction of 
the law "would not hold water."". To make the Uniform Com- 
mercial Code "hold water," Llewellyn, in reaction to arid con- 
ceptualism, made the merits of an h u e  depend on visible, pal- 
pable events, not general conceptual categories. 

Any civilian who studies the Uniform Commercial Code 
. must be impressed by the minute particularization of theae 

eventa. To fully appreciate this particularization, a civilian 
should know that the "patterned succession"14m of the partied 
actions in a business deal affected Llewellyn eethetically. To 
him, the buyer's stew in a c.i.f. contract were like "neatly 
matched m ~ k i s i n ~ . " ~ ~  He compared the banker's steps toward 
acquisition of security in a c.i.f. contract to "the courtly grace""' 
of a minuet. "Legal esthetice [were] in h t  essence functional 
esthetice."lu Along with his ideas, Llewellyn incorporated into 
the Uniform Commercial Code his aeethetic appreciation of a 
deal. Thus, a deal consiated not merely of aeeent, performance, 
and-overriding good faith. It broke up into "narrow is- 
sues"-notices of all kinds, memoranda, definitions of payment 
and delivery terms, cure, dieclaimere conspicuoue and otherwise, 

I 

146. Zweigart & Siehr. wpm mb 146, at 21817. 
147. "Life in mt here to be a nmt  of congptr, but omcsptr am h a  to wm 

We. Whatwillcametopauintbefuturo t notpoatulatd by logic butbylife.. . ." 
Zweigart & Siehr, rupm noto 146, at 228, quotiw h t b g ,  1 Geist dea I U h k k m  Recbtr 
a d  dem vemchidsrreo Stufem miner Fhtwicklung (2d ad. 1868). 

148. Core Law, rupm POb 1, at 261-5¶. 
i49. K. Llmmllyn, Jurimpndsrrca 172 (1982). cited in Twining, rupm nos4 20, at .- r i .  

160. uonellyn, wpm no@ 149, cited in T'whb#, rupra note 20, .t 191. 
161. ~ e m d y n ,  rupm nos4 149, ded in Twinin& nrpm mb 20, at la 
162. LbWdyn, 8Upm & 149, cited bl %'hblg, 8Unrpto I lOb 20, at 191. 
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posting procedures, at least four kinds of warranties, and even 
the kinds of signatures needed to authenticate a document. Such 
a profusion of detailed events is alien to continental codes. 
When they occur in human affairs, the continental judges and 
lawyers, lacking special names for them, fit them under general 
headinga like assent and good faith. 

The length and complexity of the Uniform Commercial 
Code prevent itemization of all the tactics Llewellyn used to ex- 
clude conceptual jurisprudence from code interpretation. One of 
his most celebrated maneuvem was the rejection of the "lump 
concept of title." Llewellyn saw that risk of loss, the action for 
the price, the power to replevy and a host of other issues were 
thought of as consequences flowing from the location of title, "a 
mythical . . . essence . . . hung over the buyer's head or the 
seller's like a halo."lu "Nobody ever saw a chattel's Title," he 
wrote. "Ita location in Sales cases is not discovered, but created, 

- often ad hoc."lU 

In reai-property matters, to be sure, it is a meaningful concept, 
because a chain of documents is there for art to construe; it ia 
possible, objectively and definitely, to determine and agree in 
the great run of cases just where title to a disputed piece of 
land liea. Not so in Salee disputes, if Title be treated as one 
fixed whole. The reason for thb is clear, though neglected . . . . 

Why ie a one-lump Title not determinable with certainty 
in Sales a+e? It ie because such a Title ie a static concept, a 
eomething e c h  ie conceived as continuing in somebody . . . . 

But in Sales cases, no static concept ie at home. The es- 
sence of the S a h  transaction is dynamic. Lump-title fib only 
in that rare cam in which our economy resembles of three hun- 
dred yeare ago: where the whole transaction can be accom- 
plished at one stroke, shift& poeseeeion along with title, no 
strings being left behind-+ in cash purchase of an overcoat 
worn hornxU 

For Llewellyn, the code's objective was to state "legal conse- 
quences . . . as following directly from the contract cu,ld action 
taken under - i t * m o u t  resorting to the idea of when property or , a 

1 Ll& 27uwugh Titk to Contract curd a Bit Beyond, 16 N.Y.U. LQ. Fbv. 
169. 1% (1938). 

c% 

1%. Id : , ,, 
166. Id. at 16861. 
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title passed or was to pass as being the determining factor."Iw 
Every student of the code learns that the lump concept of title ie 
generally irrelevant to the solution of a particular hue .  Accord- 
ing to Benfield and Hawkland, risk of loss ie allocated according : r 

L ,  

to the rules of section 2-509 and section 2-510, not through a 
process of locating title.Ie7 The maxim re8 perit domino ia mean- 
inglesa. The buyer's right to get goods from a eeller who refheis 

i 
' I  

to deliver is determined by sectiona 2-716 and 2-502. In aome ' 1  
cases, even though a buyer has title, he may not get possession 
of the goods. Still the code does not fully escape the concept of 
title.1u 

For third partiea such as tort victims, tax collectors, and 

If no one hae ever men a chattel'e title, then he cannotsee a 
voidable title either. Furthermore, the average student un- ! 

! 
schooled in the fine win& of latent and -tent eauities in ~ e r -  

(dl to dispel confusion. Theee illustrations seem to instruct the 
reader that if he cannot understand the general rule, he may fol- 
low the particular applications. Although the illustrations offer 
concrete events as examples, they are conscious violations of the 

A civilian's initial reaction to section 2403 ia that it belongs 
in property, not sales. He may also recoil at  the verboeity of the 

-- - - 
168. U.C.C. f 2-101 Ccsnm~t. 
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section. In contrast, the Louisiana Civil Code provisions, influ- 
enced by both the Uniform Commercial Code and continental 
solutions, settle the issues addressed by section 2-403 more 
briefly.I8* 

No feature of the Uniform Commercial Code disturbs a ci- 
vilian ear more than its verbosity.'" 

169. La Civ. M e  ark 620, 622 and 523 provide: 
Art 620. 'Transfer of ownership by poaaesror. A transferee in good faith for 
fair value acquirem the ownership of a corporeal movable. if the transferor, 
though not owner, haa powemion with the -consent of the owner, M pledgee, 
leesee, depositary, or other person of eimilnr etanding. [Repealed by La. Ada 
1981, No. 125, f 1.1 
Art 622. 'Transfer of ownership under annullable title. A transferee of a cor- 
p o d  movable in good faith and for a fair value re& the ownerahip of the 
thing even though the title of, the traaeleror is annulled on a m u n t  of a via of 

Art 623. Good faith; definition. An acquirer of a corporeal movable is in good 
faith for pupoaw of thin Chapter unleaa he knows, or &odd have known, that 
the t r d r o r  wae not the owner. 
160 For example, U.C.C. f 2-616, u E x ~  by FaiIure of Presupposed Colditiona," 4 
the precedhg rection on eubetituted performance: 

(a) Delny in delivery or non-delivery in whole or in part by a eeller who 
complics with paragraphe (b) and (c) is not a breach of hb duty under a 
contract for d e  if performanes as agreed hae been made impracticable 
by the occurrenca of a contingency the non-oceurrence of which WM a 
bosic (~~~umpt ion  on which t&e contract wae made or by compliance in 
good faith with any applicable fomign or domestic governmental reg&- 
tion or order whether or not it later proven to be invalid. 
(b) Where the caw mentioned in paragraph (a) &eet only a part d 
the wller'r.cepacity to perform, he murt docate production a d  dslir- 
h e n  among hb cuetomern but may at bis option include regular custom- 
em not then under contmct ae well as hb own requirements for htk 
rrrrmufackvk He may eo docate in any manner which is fair and 

(c) Tbd d e r  murt notify the buyer cmwnably that thsn, wil l  be delay 
or non-delivery and, when docation ia required under pamgmph (b). d 
the estimated quota thua made available for the buyar. 

W d e r h g  that commercial imprecticebiity and lruetration are imum m one a n  
MY much about in advancs, no one could sak for mom detail than that provided in uti- 
d e  of the draft canvention on tbe Intunational Sale of Gooh 

(1) A party Is not liable for a failure to perform any of his 0bligatit-m if he 
pmv- that the failure w m  due to an impediment beyond hia control and that 
h e  could not reasonably be expeckd to have taken tbe impediment into ac- 
a t  3 the time of the c o n d d  of the contract or to have avoided ap over- 
come it or Ita conaeqwaca 

Text: The Draft Convention on Contrrrcta for the International Sale of Gooda. 27 Am. J. 
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LLE WELLYN THE CIVILIAN 

The Uniform Commercial Code would be more aesthetically 
pleasing if ita style were more terse. Ita detail is probably attrib- 
utable to a real fear that lawyers, because they are unskilled in 
analogical interpretation of legislation, need the guidance of spe- 
cific details. Even when it is verbose, however, it is workable be- 
cause ita solutions depend on palpable eventa. As we shall see in 
the next section, these palpable eventa tend to make decisions 
turn on findine of fact, not questions of law. Thus, a focus on 
palpable eventa minimizes judicial elaboration of doctrine and 
the precedential v a l u m  

mg cons1 8 commercial Code, a 
number of scholara ventured opinions as to the role precedent 
would assume in ita application. Most writers thought that stare 
decisis would persist in some form. Professor Hawkland 
presciently wrote that proper judicial interpretation of the code 
required contraction of the role of precedent and expansion of 
the role of analogy,1o1 According to Professor Patterson's schol- 
arly article, "under a mixed regime of code law and case law, 
. . . partial abolition of (stare decisis) would be quite confusing 
and impra~ticable."'~* Though there was general awareness that 
judicial decisions under many continental codes were not bind- 
ing precedents, there waa not much talk of the doctrine of juris- 
prudence constante, whereby a pattern of decisions as opposed 
to a single cam could be persuasive for future decisions. As Pro- 

- 
with a&ntly drafted Lmiaia~  artide on tbe anme topic. U.C.C. 8 2-306, "Output, 
Requirements and Exclwive Dsalingq" provider: 

(1) A term which mmurea the quantity by the output of the eeller or the 
requirements d tbe buyer meam wch actual output or requirements M may 
occur in good faith, except thrt no quantity upconab ly  dieproportionate to 
any stated estimate or in tbe a k c e  d a stated estimate to any normal or 
otherwi~ comparable prior output or requirements nuy be tendered or 
d d e d .  
(2) A lawful -eat by eitber tbe mller or the buyer for exdwive dealing in 
the kind of gooh co~lcslpsd impam unleaa o t h e h  aped an obligation by 
t h e r e l l e r t o ~ ~ t s f l a r t r t o r u p p l y t h e g q o d r r a n d b y ~ ~ ~ t o u w ~  
&arb to promote their rak 
Tba & o d h a  projet of obligati~ provides "The quantity of a contractual object 

may be detarmined by tbe artput of one party or requirements of the other. In ouch 
COW, output or requireman6 murt be meanured in good faith." Reviaion of the La. Ci. 
Code of 1870, bk. III (available in Tukw Law School Library). 

161. 8UPm lrpb 20, a t  313-15. 
162 1 Patbnon. =pro wb 21. at 99. 



~ n i f b r m  ~omm&cial Code. FO; many reasons, however, he be- 
lieved case law. like academic commentary, was inevitable: 1 knh 

g__muere&&,Ushed to decide every case kew, human mi& 
would become lazy about matters already settled, and humy in- 

@ (  jud 

" 

stincts l e a d m a t  slmilar cases ahke. Thus, after enactment 
of the Uniform Commercial Code, the question was not whether 

/ 

there would be case law. The real issue was whether decisions 

TULANE LAW RE VlE W 

fessor Goodhart noted long before the enactment of the Uniform 
Commercial Code, jurisprudence on the continent, unlike prece- 
dent, only became "fixed if the result of the cases shows that a 
rule, heretofore applied tentatively and experimentally, is desir- 
able."'" On the continent, the emphasis was not on the individ- 
ual case in particular, but rather on a series or group of cases 
creating a practice.lW 

There is no indication that Llewellyn agreed with his col- 
leagues that a syatem of strict precedent would arise under the 

would dictate the direction of legal development as they did in a 
system of "case law modified by s t a t~ te . "~~Vould  a code have a 
life of its own independent of its judicial constructions? Would 
the words of a decision inevitably become prisms through which 

re viewed? According to Llewellyn, judges had 
gislators, and their decisions should be loose 
sense that a "well-reasoned opinion is solid 

authority for a broad proposition." Such decisions could save re- 
working a problem; eventually they might even establish a prac- 
tice. If, for example, the Indwm case was correctly reasoned, it 
could be a loose precedent. In contrast, if Roto-Lith was incor- 
rectly reasoned, why would the Itoh court follow it unless it were 
an inferior court in the Roto-Lith ju r i sd i~ t ion?~~  There is a wide 
difference between following a rule blindly becam it is the rule 
and following it becauae it makes sense. Llewellyn did not op- 
pose following rulea of the second category. 

I In his Prlfjudizienrecht und Rechtssprechung in Arnerika, 
Llewellyn was uncannily perceptive about the nature of case de- 

. - -  
163. Goodhart, 6upm note 34, at 42  
164. Id. .' . 
166. b 8 0  hw. 6UpiU Il0b 1, at 249. . ; 

166. A ditrict court, except for the fact that it war h interior cwrt obliged to 
follow the United Statea Court of Appeals for tbe Fint Cicuit would have gladly jet- 
t i e o d  Roto-Lith. Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Ca v. Westinghouse El- Carp., 446 P. Supp. 
637 @. Maas. 19'77). - 
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LLE WELLYN THE CIVILIAN 

velopment under codes: 

Under a case law system the measure and extent of possible 
creation are somewhat enlarged, if only on account of the freer 
linguistic form of the rule. But where a rather strict doctrine 
prevails (as in our law too where express legislation has inter- 
v@); a doctrine to the effect that the rule of law as fixed by 
the legislator is throughout decisive, the court will mwta&y 

the exact wording of w; thus the path of growth . 
will lie rather in the expansion of the meaning of eymbole than 
in the formulation of new rulee of law.le7 

Here in a few lines was Liewellyn's trick for cutting down 
the impact of precedent, increasing the scope of analogy, and 
permitting the code to reach full flower. Constant recurrence to 
the words of a statute was a c o r o b  
junction 6 u t o r y  inGPretation: "Never paraphrase a stat- 
ute" to implant "the lesson of the frozen word.''lW Llewellyn 
must have turned this injunction over in his mind for many 
years. He made whole classes of students repeat it aloud. He 
even wrote a poem that opens: "A statute is a piece of proselfor 
study most meticulousland any solid lawyer knowshhat to read 
'they's' for 'these' and 'those'/i utterly ridiculous."1ee In a sense, 
both the poem and the injunction commanded literalism, but it 
was Llewellyn's brand of literalism. A judge, to avoid importing 
meanings that prevailed before the code's enactment, initially 
had to read a section literally. If, on the basis of the plain mean- 
ing of the terms, a dispute could be settled, then the judge could 
go on to the next dispute. If the ordinary meaning brought him 
to a nonsensical outcome, he had to glean the "reason" of the 
provision from the code and the comments, not cases. 

Resort to cases is appropriate mainly when the judge seeks 
clarification of principles like estoppel and equitable doctrines 
that were "saved" under section 1-103. Inquiry into the "reason" 
of the section-what in Heydon's case was called the "equity of ' 

the statute'' and the "mischief" to be rooted out-allowed the 
judge to expand the verbal symbols of the code section itself. Of 
course, the reasoning of pre-code and post-code decisions might 

167. Mjudizienrecbt, supra aota 20, trnmhted in Dawean. ~omparative h ~ ,  
supm note 20, at 194. I 

168 Beem, F.U. Chi. L Sch. Rec. 39 (1958) cited in Twining, supra note 20. 238. 
169. 'lbirhg, supm note 20, at 240 (emphasie in or@@). 
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conform with the judge's decision. Although these earlier deci- 
sions can serve as "loose precedent," they are not binding. In the 
face of such cases, the judge is to act as an "interstitial legisla- 
tor," not a slave. To quote Llewellyn, the judge should not "rea- 
son from a statute to the common If a court's job was to 
expand verbal symbols rather than to formulate rules, then even 
a loose body of precedent would take decades to develop. If, for 
example, in a risk of loss dispute, a court, instead of defining the 
contours of a general idea like res pent domino, interpreted the 
narrow factual k u e  of delivery or notice, then it would be 
nearly impossible for authoritative doctrinal elaboration on risk 
of loss to occur. 

Every other drafting technique discussed in this paper a h  
&era the development of binding precedent. To the require- 
ment of'"constant1y recurring to the exact wording of the rule" 




